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The only walr to recover from
such disasters is through advance
planning and consideration of ali
possible scenarios, from floods to
fire, from hackers to hurricanes'
and from tot'nadoes to terrorism.
Mick McKellar
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How Technology Steps Up to the Challenge
This issue of the AC{,JTA lournal is
dedicated to Preparing for Disasters
and Emergencies, and it would be
l-rard to pick a more approPriate
topic. There is actually good news as
well as bad news in this sPace. The
bad news is that the frequencY and
severity of incidents seem to be on
the rise. The good news is that the
technology that we all work with is
creating interesting opportunities for
us to protect ourselves.
The lact that the number of incidents is on the rise
can be validated by looking at Carnegie Mellon's Com-
puter Emergency Response Team (CERT) statistic page
(http://www.cert.org). They recorded 137,529 incident
reports in 2003. This was three times the number of
incidents reported in 2001 (52,658) and more than ten
times the number of reported incidents in 1999 (9,859)'
It can also be seen in natural emergencies' According to
NOAA statistics (http:i/www.noaa.gov), 2004 and 2005
were two record-setting years with 28 named storms
(2005), 15 hurricanes (2005), nine U.S.A' landfall-
ing named stornls (2004), and four U'S'A' landfalling
major hurricanes (2005). All of this activity has been
putting major strain on camPus resources'
On the positive side, technoiogy has been step-
ping up to the plate by providing resources that help
us mitigate these vulnerabilities. The technologies that
have proven to be the most valuable can be found in
fiber-supported voice and wireless services'
The first major enhancement was provided by the
carrier's high-speed optical networks and by university-
owned and -run regional optical networks (RONs)' This
service now allows us to provide high-speed, reliable,
offsite machine-room space at a reasonable cost' In
the past, we were required to house all of our critical
applications in one (or two if we were lucky) central
machine rooms. With the advent of high-speed optics,
we can now extend our machine rooms into either the
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university's machine room or leased space from a
high-reliability commercial data center.
The second way that technology has stepped up
to the challenge comes from the inherent architec-
ture of VoIP. The older TDM architectures tlpically
involved one large, central switching platform,
which was difficult to distribute. (Many platforms
allow for the distribution of switching nodes but
they still require the presence ofthe central switch-
ing system). VoIP architecture allows the presence
of multiple servers that can be easily distributed
across several locations. In a VoIP network, the loss
of any single geographic location can fairly easily
be routed around. In addition, VoIP also a11ows for
the blasting of thousands of simultaneous ca1ls for
alerting, which is either difficult or impossible in
most TDM architectures.
The third area in which technology has changed
the way that we support emergency services is
student and faculty/staff notification. For at least
a decade, my campus sought a way to notifr our
45,000 students in the event of a crisis' We had
looked at siren systems, email trees, and classroom
alarm systems and had found them all to be either
ineffective in our case or cost prohibitive' With
the inventior.r of SMS text messaging, the students
brought a reasonable solution to us'
I am sure that there are several other ways in
which technological advances have helped us deal
with the ever-increasing threats that are the reality
of today's world. Fortunately, ACUTA has been on
the leading edge of all of these advances by having
our institutions share successes (and failures) with
others. At the last two seminars, there were several
sessions on emergency notification. In Minneapolis
the FBI shared their efforts with us, and last sum-
mer, ACUTA had a webinar covering this topic.
Since the levei ofthreat does not seem to be going
away, I personally feel better knowing that my cam-
pus is not alone in the battle.
Conne. l are t.ademar < oj Spr nt.
Regulatory lssues with Emergency
Notification
Many institutions have taken stePs during
the last two years to implement, review'
and update their emergency notification
systems. A series of major hurricanes, fires'
violent incidents, and other disasters on
college and university campuses in recent
years have brought heightened attention
to the need, and advances in technology
have made it more feasible to implement
systems using broadcast voice, text, and
e-mail as important comPonents of disaster
preparedness.
One of the issues that institutions need
to be aware of when designing these sys-
tems is the legal and regulatory framework
within which they operate. In the United
States, these include laws related to telemar-
keting, broadcasting recorded messages to
landlines and cell phones, and spam' State
laws and regulations may also apply, and
these do vary. We recommend that you
check with the institution's legal counsel or
your state's regulatory agencies regarding
state requirements.
We asked ACUTA's iegal counsel, Wiley
Rein LLP, to investigate this matter and
advise us as to the federal statutes and regu-
lations that aPply to emergency notilica-
tion-whether broadcast by the non-profit
institution internally or a third-party agent'
The following summarizes counsel's find-
ings by type of activity. Links to the perti-
nent laws and/or regulations are available
on the ACUTA website at http://www'acuta'
orgiindex.cfm?1991. (You will need a My
ACUTA account to view this document')
Telephone Calls (live or recorded) and Text
Messages Sent to a Phone Number
The rules of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) adopted pursuant
to the Telephone Consumer Protection
Act (TCPA) permit a live or prerecorded
telephone cail to a phone number, if made
for "emergency purposes'" Neither prior
express consent nor an established business
relationship is necessary in order to legally
make these communications'
The TCPA and FCC ruies that were
adopted to implement this law clearly state
that calls made for emergency purPoses
are exemPt from the prohibition on using
automated equipment to make either live
or pre-recorded calls. These calls must not
contain commercial or advertising content'
FCC rules also exPlicitlY exemPt
emergency calls that are "made by or on
behalf of a tax-exemPt nonprofit organi-
zation." This section would ciearly apply
to a situation in which the institution has
outsourced the noti fi cation Process'
In addition, the telemarketing rules
of the Federal Trade Commission do not
apply to emergency communications by
colleges or universities if they do not con-
tain an inducement to purchase goods or
services or make a charitable contribution'
E-Mail or Text Messages Sent to an lnternet
Address
Colleges and universities may send emer-
gency text messages via the Internet with-
out violating the CAN-SPAM Act or FCC
rules. The FCC's CAN-SPAM rules only
apply to commercial text messages sent to
an address that includes an Internet do-
main name. A commercial message is "an
electronic message for which the primary
purpose is commercial advertisement Ior
promotion]." Thus, emergency messages
that lack a commercial component and
that are sent via the Internet by an institu-
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tion or its agent fall outside the scope of
the CAN-SPAM rules.
Outsourced Solutions Using Third.party
Agents
Several institutional and corporate affili_
ate members have inquired about how
these regulations apply to for-profit com_
panies that host emergency notification
systems for colleges or universities. Com_
panies hired by colleges and universities
want to ensure that they are complying
with all of the applicable requirements,
and they are legitimately concerned that
they may be required by law to obtain
opt-in permission before sending voice or
text messages or e-mails.
ACUTA's legal counsel posed this ques_
tion in /anuary 2008 to an attorney with
the FCC's Consumer and Governmental
Affairs Bureau who is responsible for work-
ing on TCPA matters. This FCC official
confirmed that colleges and/or their agents
can send text messages without the recipi_
ent's prior express consent, if the messages
exclusively contain emergency communica_
tions and are not commercial in nature.
\4rhether the entity sending the mes_
sages is for-profit or non-profit does not
affect this analysis-the key point is that
the message exclusively contains emergency
communications. Our legal counsel advises
that this applies to voice or text messages
sent to phone numbers, emails, and text
messages sent to phone numbers contain_
ing an Internet domain name.
For these reasons, a for-profit company
that sends emergency communications on
behalf of a college or university without the
recipients'prior express consent does not
violate either the TCpA or the CAN_SpAM
Act, provided that the messages do not
contain any commercial content.
I hope that this clarifies some important
issues about the legal and regulatory frame_
work for emergency notification systems.
Reach Jeri Semer at jsemer@acuta.org.
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Ex errcnce
Disasters, Emergencies, and Residence
Hall Communications
Geoffrey Tritsch and Michael Grunder
Vantage Technolrcgy Consulting Group
Of all the purposes associated rvith telephones
in residence halls, the issue ofpersonal safety
is cited as being highest on the list'L But just
hor,v valuable are residence hall phones in
an emergency? With falling numtrers of
students using the wired phone lines in dorms
and housing departments under pressure to
control dorm costs, rvired phone services are
an ir-rcreasir-rgly popular target for removal'
This is fueled by a perception by many that
the wirecl phone service in residence halls is
hardly used anymore. Whiie this may be true
in some cases) survey evidence indicates that
it is not the case in al1 situations' Issues such
as cellular coverage, local calling area included
in tl-re base rate, whether sets are provicled'
whether long distance is included, Percent-
age of internationai students, and n-rany other
factors can all affect how much n'ired lines are
used.
The decision to remove wireline residence
hall phone service to the rooms must be
carelully consiclered. One irlportant aspect ol
this decision is the role of residence hall ivired
telephone service in case of emergencies'
Background
It is in-rportant to appreciate that the entire
student resale situation, rvhich in turn led to
provicling telephone service in the residence
halls, was an anomaly-a onetime windorv
that happened as we made the transition
frorn a regulated to a competitive environ-
ment. There were opportunities based on
the disparity between individual residentiai
long-distance rates and the volume discounts
that etrrly resellers could get' Colleges ar.rd
universities ivere ideally positioned to be
first-in with a captive customer base and
in-place or easilv installed infrastructure'
Additionally, colleges and universities hacl
lreedom from the regulatory restrictions that
commercial resellers had to face' We all have
had to con-re to terms rt'ith the fact that this
opportunity (rvhich served us well for almost
l0 1,snt.) l'i1l not happen again (at least not
to the same extent)' But it rvas student resale
that produced both the need (desire?) for
phones in residence halls and the funding to
accomplish it.
Colleges lnd universitie: use r arious
models for providing residence hall tele-
pl-rone service. Some institutions provide a
lir-re per room and some per pillow; some
provide a line bundled in the room rate and
some provide it optionally or as a separate
fee; some provide it with a telephone set and
some without. Of these' the most com-
mon n-rodel is a telephone line provided per
room with the telephone set to be provided
by the student' In many eariy scenarios sets
were provided by the institution' Horvever'
the hassles associated rvith set provision-
ing, placement, tracking, and repair drove
many institutions to the student-provided
set model. Of ail the models for providing
residence hall pl'rone service, this-the most
popular model-is also the least useful from
an emergencv communications standpoint'
One more Point before we begin to
explore that last, somewhat inflammatory'
statement. Even though "public safety" and
"liability" are often cited as intermingled
reasons for keeping lvired residence hall
phone service, there is a signilicant difference
betrveen thern. Liability is inwardly fo-
cuse<1, looking at protecting the institr-rtion's
finances and reputation should an incident
occur. Pubiic safety is outwardly focused'
looking at Pr()tectirlg the canlpus community
from incidents at-rd/or rr-ritigating the results
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Creating Communications Solutions
There are two asPects of emergencY
communicatio trs: ctutb ound-the student
getting assistance should something occur'
and inbound-getting word to the student
in case of an emergency.
Outbound EmergencY Calling
Personal safety, in,:luding the ability to
call for help, tops everyone's priority list
(or it did before emergency notification
became foremost iLn everyone's mind)'
While it is comforting to think that help
is just a phone call away, the most popular
residence phone rnodel may be the least
useful. While it may address liability, it does
not address publi,: safety. Telephone lines
without telephonr: sets attached to them
are of little use, esrpecially in an emergencyl
Many institutions report that a very limited
number of students use dorm phones or
even bring a teleprhone set to use' That
pretty much leav,:s cell phones as the way
that most students will call for assistance'
Cell phone programs affiliated with or
provided by the institution are increas-
ingly popular as are no-phone programs
that rely on the students to provide their
own cell phones, but cell phones are not
without their problems. These include' but
are not limited t,c, coverage, reliability, and
911 issues. Distributed antenna systems
and more local cell towers may address the
coverage and reliability issues (assuming
they can be cost-effectively provided) but
not the 91 1 issu'es.
Most people are familiar with 911 and
efforts to establish a uniform nationwide
emergency nurnber. Enhanced 911 (E911)
adds to this by automatically reporting the
location of the caller. This is of obvious im-
portance when the callers are unable to re-
port their locat:ion themselves' Deployment
of 9 I 1 started nnore than 30 years ago and
is still incomplete, believe it or not' While
most colleges and universities have some
form of911, there is no single, uniform
model. Some institutions are their own
public safety answering points (PSAPs);
some rely on the city, county, or state PSAP
exclusively; some handle calls jointly with
the public PSAP; and some prefer that
campus police answer the call first and only
involve the public PSAP if needed' Many
institutions still use an on-campus) non-
911 number for campus police and differ-
entiate between 911 (public emergencies)
and campus emergencies' No matter how
9l 1 is handled, it is an imPortant aspect of
campus safetY.
While E91l should not be the only driv-
er in selecting a student telephone service'
it is a factor that must be considered' Any
decisions on 911 should be made by com-
mission, not omission. While cell phones
(and VoIP) are both viable solutions for
student services and are increasing in
popularity, both ofthese technologies pres-
ent challenges to 91 I officials' The data-
bases that provide the location information
are not able to cope with new technologies
and the increasing degree of mobility they
provide.
The 911 issues with cellular include:
' Not all emergency calls go to 911 (other
examPles include *7 7, * 2222, " SP)
. Limited, if any, location information
provided with the call
' Routing the call to the correct PSAP
(campus police versus city/county/state)
the highway, but trying to get accurate
E911 services in dorms will require that we
revisit E9l1 and make some hard decisions
about how imPortant it reallY is'
FCC requirements for triangulation are
complex and do not require the accuracy
required for residence hall applications' For
example, with cell phones, there are four
different approaches for approximating
the location ofa caller. Three ofthese ap-
proaches rely on triangulation and one on
GPS. Two of the triangulation approaches
require that the caller's signal be received by
at least two towers, and the third approach
requires three towers. Cellular coverage
in many residence halls is barely even
adequate, much less covered by multiple
towers-and GPS doesn't work indoors'
In addition, 50 meters (the most accurate
FCC requirement for location of a cell
phone caller) represents a sphere 100 feet in
diameter. In a high-rise dorm this covers 30
floors vertically (+/- 15 floors) and 15-20
rooms horizontally. Thus far the major cell
phone providers have consistently failed
to meet FCC requirements' This is further
complicated by the fact that fewer than
10 percent ofthe public safety answering
points (PSAPs) in the United States are
ready to accept this tlpe of location infor-
mation. E911 is great, but cellular E911 still
has a waYs to go.
' signal strength/coverage rhere are similar issues with voIP' The
. Occasional failure to connect fact that an IP phone can be easily relocated
. Frequent false 9 1 1 calls caused by to any voice-ready port on the data net-
havingsttonspeeddialinadvertentlyworkcreatescomplexitiesforEgll.These
activated in a pocket or Purse include:
. Changing cellular technology ' Identifying the physical location from
Although the FCC has established *hich an emergency 
call originates
requirements for cellular E911 location Identifying the right PSAP 
as an IP
none of the solutions i, u. u.clrru*, reliable, phone could be located 
an1'where and not
or easy to administer as traditional E911 necessarily in the same system' 
exchange'
on wireline telephones' The FCC requires area code' or even the same country
thatlocationinformationbeaccurateto.Associatingemergencylineidentifica-
within50meters6TPercentofthetimeandtionnumber(ELIN)withlocation
150 meters 95 percent of the time' This ap- with voIP there is a work-around using
proach may be acceptable if someone needs ELINs that can provide static location in-
io be located on the football field or along formation to a phone or group of phones.
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While this works well in an office environ_
ment (especially in an open oflice landscape
design), it does not provide the ievel of
accuracy required for closed dorm rooms.
With ELINs it is easy to provide location
infonnation for an entire residence ha1l or
even a floor but to identifii a single room
would require an additional DID number
to act as the ELIN for every room! (This
is not an issue if the VoIp phone service is
provided through an Ip-analog gateway as
the analog lines are not mobile the way that
the pure IP lines are.)
It is clear from ail this that some wired
phones should remain in dormitories. If an
institution were to remove all wired phones
from student rooms, we recommend that
public access phones in the hallways and
phones in resident adviser rooms should be
provided both as a backup and a means of
emergeucy com mu nications.
lnbound Emergency Calling
As far as emergency notificatior-r is con-
cerned (i.e., quickly alerting the entire
student population of an emergency),
residence ha11 wired phones may be the
worst possible option. Inactivated iir.res
and lines without sets are obviously use-
1ess. Even ifall lines are active and have
phones, out-calling to dorm phones can
be relatively slow and has a potentially low
call completion rate. If students are in their
dorm rooms, sirens, fire alarms, and public
address announcernents can all be more ef-
fective (but perhaps less detailed) means of
communication. If the students are not in
the dorms (very likely), text messaging irnd
caiis to cell phones are better choices.
We recommend that critical messages
should be sent out over multiple media si-
n-rultaneously via telephone cali/voicemail,
SMS text message, e-mail, manual "phone
trees," streaming video, and as a trailer mes-
sage scrolling across the bottom of every
CATV channel. None of these communi-
cation methods, horvever, will guarantee
the receipt ofthe message by everyone,
although word- of-mouth co mmunication
will occur and is ellectir e.
A rather large number ofvendors pro-
vide emergency notification systems. These
are systems that have the ability to alert
very large numbers of people, via several
communications modalities very quickly
(voice ca11s, text message' email, etc.). These
types of systems can be very effective and
can play a key role in emergency planning
and response. Like most things, however,
the devil resides in the details and projects
concerning thesr: systems require close and
detailed planning in the procurement pro-
cess as well as in implementation, testing,
and ongoing usuLge. As with any recently
popularized technology, there are growing
numbers of stories regarding bad choices
and poor implementations of emergency
notification systems.
Liability'z
Liability is difficult to predict and is often
a matter for the courts to decide. Clearly,
anl.thing that an institution does that could
be construed as impeding the speed of
emergency resPonse could become the basis
of a liability lar,r'suit.
Under the kgal definition of liability
an act (or inact:ion) must satisfir four basic
elements:
1. There must be a legal duty to care for
another person;
2. There must be a breach of that duty;
3. Claimant must have suffered damages;
4. Damages must have been proximately
caused by the b,reach of duty.
Looking at these four elements:
l. An institution clearly has some respon-
sibility for stud.ents who live on campus in
on-campus ho'using;
2. The removal of room phones might be
construed as a breach ofthat dutY;
3. Especially if the claimant suffered dam-
ages; and
4. The removal ofthe phones from
student rooms could be shown as having
impeded emergency response, such as if
the student is unable to get to a hall phone
or if the student's cell phone does not have
adequate coverage and is the only means of
emergency communications.
When we talked with a personal injury
attorney in Massachusetts regarding this
topic, he noterl that if it could be shown
that there was a causal relationship between
removing the phones and a delay in emer-
gency services response, the lawsuit would
be, in his terms, "a sure thing" for the
claimant.
On the other hand, an attorneY from
the state of Washington indicated that
absent any legal obligation by state statute
or local ordinance for the institution to
provide telephones in the rooms, the situ-
ation is a contractual issue. Liability would
be based on the reasonable expectations of
the parents and students to expect phone
service, and that expectation could be set
by the housing contract making it clear to
all parties that: (1) the institution does not
provide room telephones, (2) students are
encouraged to have cell phones, (3) cell
phones are not guaranteed by the Univer-
sity to work in all applications, and (4)
campus public safety should be contacted
on a specific phone number.
To what extent replacing dormitory
room phones with hall Phones might
mitigate the liability is unclear and, to our
knowledge, yet to be tested in case law, and
neither has the extent of the institution's
responsibility associated with cell phones
versus wired phones. As one lawyer from
California noted, "The law has not caught
up with the changes in technology." We
suggest that before any action is taken to
remove or even change telephone services
in residence halls, the matter should be
reviewed by risk management, camPus
security, and legal counsel.
Conclusion
With the nation's increased focus on secu-
rity, parents have heightened concerns for
their students' safety. Reducing costs by re-
moving existing telephone serwice has to be
done with care and only with the buy-in of
other college/university departments such
as housing, residential life, campus security,
risk management, and legal counsel. This is
not a decision that should be made exclu-
sively by any single dePartment.
The underlying message here is that the
changes in how students use residence hall
telephones are only a representation of the
greater and more far-reaching issue-how
students communicate. The telephone is the
first of a number of technology shifts that
we will be seeing in the future.
Why don't students use landlines? Wired
phones are restrictive and "so yesterday."
Why don't students set up their voicemail
boxes? VM is not a priority. It is non-real
time and not as immediate as IM or text
messaging. Why do so many students ignore
the institution's e-mail service? They've had
email for years now. WhY change?
Colleges and universities need to look at
student services in a broader context, in the
long term, and in an entirely new light. This
means getting a grouP together to examine
the entire issue. Telecom, IT, residential life,
campus security, legal counsel, and academic
administrators must all be part of the pro-
cess. Sharing information through organiza-
tions like ACUTA is highty recommended,
but what works for one school may not be
the right solution for another. Public versus
private, location, size, campus layout, finan-
cial resources, and many other factors play a
part. This is not just a telecom issue. This is
an institutional issue to which telecom holds
some of the answers' It is also, once again,
an opportunity for telecom to play a leading
role in a significant institutional decision.
Geoff Tritsch and Mike Grunder are vice presidents
at Vantage Technology Consulting Group. Both have
years of experience working with campus technology,
and both have been active in ACUTAfoT decades.
Reach Geoff at geoffrey.tritsch@vantagetcg.com.
Reach Mike at michael.grunder@vantagetcg'com.
Notes
1. Based on a survey of 14 state universities con-
ducted by GeoffTritsch in 2006.
2. Vantage is providing information on this topic
based on an anecdotal and experiential basis only'
Nothing in this report should be taken as constitut-
ing legal advice. Consult legal counsel.
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GWU's Safety SYstems Built Around
Telecommunications
The ingredients that comprise emergency re-
sponse systems at George Washington Universi-
ty in Washington, D.C., can be described by the
slogan for Prego Italian sauces: "It's in there."
That's according to )ohn Petrie, assistant vice
president for public safety and emergency man-
agement at GWU, which is the largest institu-
tion of higher education in the nation's capital.
"Trying to pick out the most important thing
just doesn't work. That's because it depends on
how you're preparing and what you're respond-
ing to ... but nothing can survive without
communications except by accident," says
Petrie. "So, we've tried to give ourselves options,
including redundancy."
The grid of security at the institution is
so thorough it was awarded the International
Association of Emergency Managers' (www.
IAEM.org) prestigious Business and Industry
Preparedness Award in November for excellence
anticipating multiple hazar ds cost-effectively
and linking all levels of the organi-
zation at GWU and surrounding
emergency response and manage-
ment agencies.
"The way we apProach our
planning is to use an all-hazards
approach," Petrie says. "It means
we are trying to PrePare ourselves
for any disruption. It doesn't
matter what has caused it."
Redundant Telecommunications and
Data
GWU has the benefit of being on
the same power grid as the White
House, so power restoration and
maintenance are high PrioritY.
Power lines are underground and
not as vulnerable to weather.
GWU was able to purchase a data center
across the street from its Virginia campus and
then replicate it. The other two camPuses, at
Mount Vernon and Foggy Bottom, are linked
to the Virginia location with dark loops and
interconnected hub sites. The university has its
own telephone system backed up by contrac-
tors, and it makes smart use of the Internet.
Any interruptions have been limited to a maxi-
mum outage of five minutes because the school
is backed by four ISPs. Each of the four ISPs
also has a system ofbackup servers Protecting
its location.
"We also go to tremendous trouble with
our records," Petrie says. "They are backed
up electronically in two different locations
whenever saved, then downloaded daily and
stored in a fireproof room' Then, once a week,
everything is taken to an off-site location."
Making the Most of Everything
One reason the program at GWU has garnered
so much respect, even beyond the univer-
sity community, is its smart use of existing
resources within the university and its ability
to interact with surrounding organizations'
All of GWU's several campuses are covered by
the emergency system. The school maintains a
recorded information l]-;r.'e (2021994-5050) and
a website (http://campusadvisories. gwu.edu),
used to inform individuals of incidents that
may affect the Foggy Bottom, Mount Vernon,
or Virginia campuses.
The university also has a partnership with
the District of Columbia to use Alert DC, a
system that provides immediate text notiflca-
tion to e-mail, cell phone, and other electronic
devices during a crisis or emergency.
"If I send a text message using Alert DC' I
can get that out to thousands ofaddresses in 
,
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just minutcs," Petrie sa1's' "Ntobile phc'ne
providers cleternline the it'nportirtlce o1
cieliver,v. But tnost rt'i11. trt's a verv valuable
s,ystem, but it doesn't solve the rvhole prob-
Iem."
GW Alert, an imn-rediate personal r-roti-
fication tool for conlputers using a Nlicro-
soti \\rindorvs; operating sYstem, is a"'ailable
irs trn emergeltc,v notilication tool, too lt
is tl-re result of cooperatiot-l among several
universitt' departnrents and the students'
They'r,e dealt u'itl.r the question of
$.hat's ern erlann and r.vhat is background
noise. The G't\. Alert nn'e r rvill be mis-
taken tbr backgror:nd noise. "\'\'e only use
it lor enrergenc,v manallemel-rt and it has
an audible alarm-if vou heard this alarn-r,
,vou u,ould not be confused about lvh':ther
it u,as an alarm ol not," Petrie sa,vs' "Jt's
follor.ved b,v a red crarr'ler that goes across
the bottonr of theil screen ... \Ve f'eel that's
our lastest rva,v to reach peoplc' It's going
on tr11 ut-tiversitv-on'ned conlputers and rvas
ar.ailable to students the first of November
120071."
'fhe pr-rblic acldress s)'sten-r makes use of
existing police and transportatiot-t ve}ricles'
It's not a frrst response, but could bc clc-
ployed 4.r.t,r* an incident, and it is tested
lion-r time to time.
Campus lnconsistencies
Philip lan Rothsteilt, FBCI, of ilrooklield'
(.onnecticr-rt, is prc'sident of llothstein
Associtrtes, Inc. (http://rotl-rstein'corn/), a
maniigement cot-tsultancY and publisl'rer of
n-ran), books on emergency manilgement'
He savs that like businesses, the organiza-
tiot't of campus emergenc,v management
lrllttr lcrot. the cotllltr\' \ 'lric5'
"Sotne campuses do a great job, some
don't," savs Rotl-rstein, r'ho has consulting
services for campus security organizations'
"You're dealing rvith ern immature popu-
lation. You can deliver infbrmatior-r Ito
str-rder-rtsl and it doesn't ahvavs register as it
might with an adult."
I{othstcitt, rt'ho l-ras fbcused on erner-
gency management for 25 ,vears, beli:ves
r.r-ran.v schools aren't designed for safet,v; nor
l-rave the-v stopped to make plar-rs for it'
"I'm not sure it's as nrucl-r a matter of
technologv as people knou'ing u'hat needs
to bc donc," Rothstein saYs.
lT and Other Professionals lnvolved
G\\rU rcaliz-ed early on that running; ar-t
effective svstem is like peeling an onion:
There are matrY la,vers of organiz'ations tc'r
cleal tvith. (l\\rU's planners knorv thev must
also hold hands rvith emergencY responders
ancl irgencies locall1', ancl Petrie says they are
all on the same P.lge.
George Washington University won the
Internation,al Association of Emergency
Managers' (rvr,r'w.IAEM. org) prestigious
Business arrd Industry Preparedness Award
in Novemb,er 2007 fot its excellence in
implementing a program that plans for
multiple hirzards, sets implementation
priorities, is cost effective, links all levels
of the organization, and coordinates with
local emerlgency response and manage-
ment agencies. GWU's Office of Public
Safety and Emergency Management for its
Emergenclr Preparedness Exercise Program
accepted tlne award announced at IAEM's
meeting irL Reno, Nevada.
"The purpose of the award is to recog-
nize people and institutions that have done
something commendable on emergency
management preparedness," says l'arry I'
Gispert, president of the IAEM board of
directors. He is with Hillsborough County,
GWU's System a Model for Other Industries
Florida's Emergency Management team ln
Tampa, where he is the county's director of
emergency management.
The IAEM is a nonProfit educational
organization dedicated to promoting the
goals o[ saving lives and protecting Proper-
ty during emergencies and disasters' IAEM
consists of more than 4'000 emergency
management professionals from local, state'
and federal governments, the military, pri-
vate industry, and volunteer organizations'
Gispert says they have membership in 45
countries, although most members are U'S'
based.
"IAEM has consistently promoted the
goals of saving lives and protecting prop-
erty during emergencies and disasters," he
says. The group was founded in 1952 as the
U.S. Civil Defense Council'
It is imPortant to note that GWU was
honored in a class that locuses not just
on colleges or the educational and public
arena, but is a cross-business award' One of
the key facts IAEM looks at is whether the
program is repeatable by similar otganiza-
tions in business and industry. In short,
IAEM held GWU uP as a model for Plan-
ning, not just for the university community
but for all planners.
A big Part of the reason CWU won the
IAEM award was the lact that the plan is
broad-based. "Our organization is trying
to perpetuate the need for citizens to be
prepared. Ifwe can get citizens prepared'
we can lessen their needs when a disaster
happens," CisPert saYs.
Both colleges and organizations can
learn lessons from those events' That's the
reason the Emergency Managers Associa-
tion recognizes outstanding efforts like
CWU's program.
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"The teams we work with use the same
philosophies we do-they have Sprint-
Nextel BlackBerries that have redundant
communications capabilities and the
antenna systems that provide our coverage
with overlapping footprints and their own
emergency power. The BlackBerries have
direct voice, text, and messaging by radio
circuits, so ifthere's an overload in the cell
system, we can still communicate with each
other."
The university's text-to-voice system
can also employ a conferencing bridge. And
a 24-hour recorded voice line is backed up
to switch to another area code if something
happens. That way, recorded calls continue
and are limited to 30 seconds so they reach
the maximum number of individuals.
Coverage is not limited to recordings.
Calling the general line during an incident
will reach a real person. The campus has
multiple locations for operators, and their
systems are backed up.
Community Connections
"We recognize we can't get it all done ourselves,"
Petrie says. "We have relationships with other
institutions, and have a mutual aid agreement
with Georgetown University and American
University. We have a leadership role in Foggy
Bottom and its neighborhood planning com-
mittee." In fact, they make it a point to have
relationships with their commercial neighbors,
non-governmental agencies, and government
departments. They share information with the
security managers at places as diverse as the Red
Cross and the State Department. "These are all
our neighbors and we do exercises four times
a year and meet four times a year to keep each
other abreast of what is happening."
These neighbors are in addition to such
agencies as the Washington, D'C., fire, medical,
and poiice organizations and the U'S. Depart-
ment of Homeland SecuritY.
"This is so we understand what the public
sector will do," Petrie explains. "That is empow-
ering because we won't be a burden to them."
Constant Review
While GWU has great systems now, Petrie
and others at the school are always looking
for new ways to manage emergencies and
communication.
That is actually how he found himself at
the school. "George Washington had very
good systems for the world that existed on
September 10,2001," says Petrie' whose
position was created after the 9/ 1 I attacks.
"They realized there were some real chal-
lenges to communicate with the com-
munity here, so since that time we've built
redundant communications, power, and
connectivity, and we've set sustainability
criteria for our contractors."
Petrie, who was part of the Nar'y for 35
years and had a subspecialty in operational
communications, was able to spend time at
New York University after the tragedies to
learn how the school was affected.
He and other IT Planners at GWU,
whom he calls "the most incredible and
talented people," have a recipe for success to
share in the university community as well
as in other industries and enterprises deal-
ing with preparedness. Like a good pasta
chef, they know what's cooking.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer and contribut'
ing editor for th e ACUTA Journal. He can be
reached at curt@curtharler.com.
Jennifer Paire is a freelance writer based in
Canton, Georgia, who covers security-related
topics. She can be reached at jenniferpaire@
alltel.net.
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Mick McKellar
ln the Face of Disaster
Thinking about all the terrible things that can go wrong with our carefuiiy
desig.red and maintained systems and processes could drive us crazy. Fires,
earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, and tornadoes-and that's just r,l,hat we get from
Mother Nature. Ask Pepperdine university in california about natural disasters.
They know what it feels like to be threatened by fire. Disasters at virginia Tech
and the University of Kentucky were the direct results of human action or inac-
tion, which can have a different but equally devastating impact. Although there
is a vast array of events that could devastate and destroy, they share common
threads when they intersect with the lives of people and the systems people create.
Saving lives, reducing losses, and maintaining service throughout these un-
fortunate events are the driving forces behind emergency and disaster planning
efforts. Recovery after the event must be swift and comprehensive. where do we
begin, and what do we do to prepare for the unpredictable actions ofnatural
forces and human behavior?
Four Basic Steps
In general, emergency preparedness professionals recommend the following lbur
steps in any plan, whether for an individual or an organization:
1. Protect our ability to survive and to meet basic needs.
Just as we should think about what our family might need if we must quickly
evacuate our home, university evacuation routes and plans must also be in place
and tested and practiced. Quick response is critical. when the Malibu canyon
wildfire reached the campus of pepperdine university, many became aware of the
imminent danger only when the lights went out.
2. Protect your ability to communicate and sustain communications.
When emergencies happen, your first thought is the welfare of your family, and
communication becomes the priority. The same is true in any organization fac-
ing a disaster, natural or manmade. The success of any emergency/disaster plan
hinges on sustained and dependable communications.
3. Protect your important information and your ability to retrieve it.
No amount of planning will guarantee you can save everything. The startling
swiftness of the fire which consumed the contents of the administration building
at the University of Kentucky in 2001 demonstrates the potentiai totality of the
loss in a fire. (see cover photo.) Ifyou cannot replace it, protect it or back it up.
4. Protect and develop reiationships lvith community agencies and resources.
Tragedies such as the shootings at virginia Tech poi,t up the criticai need to
open and maintain communications with local law enforcement and government
agencies. The complex web of laws that protect individuai privacy seem almost at
war with the technological toois available to mine the data and sift through it all,
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if only to give some indication of the danger lurking in our
midst. A vast army of emergency experts live nearby: police,
fire, and civil authorities prepare communities for action in
disaster situations. We should not tackle the problem alone.
Example: Pepperdine University and the Malibu Canyon Fire
In October 2007 , the Southern California wildfires burned
a half-million acres, threatening Pepperdine University's
campus at Malibu, requiring quick action by officials to
ensure the safety of students, faculty, and staff on campus or
in surrounding areas.
There is little doubt of the terrible cost of the California
wildfires for the residents of a state sometimes referred to as
a theme park for natural disasters. Fires destroyed residences,
including those of university faculty, in the surrounding
hills. All major roads leading into (and out of) the campus
were closed by smoke and fire. Buildings on the edges of
campus were damaged, with the fire approaching within 100
feet of university buildings, including the data center.
In a recent 3n (National Notification Network: http//
www.3nonline.com) webinar, "The Southern California
Wildfires and Pepperdine University's Emergency Response,"
Phil E. Phillips, chief administrative officer of pepperdine
University, outlined the university's three keys to emergency
preparation:
1. Develop practical and specific plans. There is no way to
prevent all loss in all circumstances.
2. Forge agency relationships with fire and police entities.
3. Appoint appropriate people, systems, and procedures to
address conceivable scenarios.
Phillips said that with many students, faculty, and staff
living on campus or in surrounding areas threatened by the
fires, university officials acted quickly to ensure the campus
community's safety, crediting the means used to alert the
campus. These included a system put in just before the fires
by 3n. This system uses voice and text messaging, instant
messaging, pages, and other tools to keep people informed
in a disaster. The same system was installed at Virginia Tech
after the April2007 shootings.
The dependable communications and the established
relationships with the firefighters battling the blaze on the
fringes of their campus permitted staff to remain in the
data center operations area as long as the building fire- and
smoke-detection system was not triggered by outside smoke
)
or fire. Five notifications were sent out
during the flrst da'y, ir-rcluding two messages
providing instructions for facuitl, and stu-
dents to move from their classrooms and
dorm residences to campus safety areas.
In an October 22,2007, Computerworld
article, Timothy Chester, CIO at Pep
perdine, said that because r,r'ildfires are an
ongoing threat in the area, the ur-riversity
is prepared for that threat and others. It
routinely sends its backup tapes to Irot-t
Mountain, Inc., f,or protection. He said that
on the day of the disaster-within 35 min-
u195-1h€' latesl litpe backup copies were
moved to a fireproof safe, the ERP applica-
tions were shut down, and the hard drives
were removed and safely stored.
Mark Ladin, aL vice president at 3n, said
the command ch,allenges to rrlass com-
munication in a crisis or disaster include:
delivering localized rlessages that reach
their targets, notirying employees and
colleagues quickly, reaching people on
virtr-rally any device, conducting immediate
briefings with security and response teams,
reducing miscommunicatior-r, sending cotr-
sistent messages, improving effectiveness
by eliminating single points of failure, and
using two-way communications to ensurc
that everyone gets the message.
Rules of thumb for selecting effective
emergency comrnunication systems include
the following:
l. Ease of use: Complex systems and emer-
gencies are incor npatible.
2. Ability to access all communications paths:
This includes volce, e-mail, native SMS text
messaging, instant messaging, and more.
3. Third-generation infrastrucfure: Constant
avaitability, unir.ersal access, and quick
response are vital elements.
4. Ease of integration: The systern should
integrate easily vrith existing systems and be
scalable.
5. Rapid deployment: Emergencies and
disasters won'l wail until an orgarrization
is ready.
6. An experienced provider: Someone famil-
iar rvith serving the unique needs of higher
cdrrcation rvill provide better serr ice.
Reassessing the 72-hour Rule
It doesn't take a hurricane or flood to cause
severe water damage. On May 15, 2001, Iire
destroyed the second and third floors ofthe
Administration Building on the University
of Kentucky campus. However, the lower
"Hope is not a plan for
disaster."
-Iron Mountain 
( www.ironmountain.com )
floors also received extensive damage from
r,vater used to fight the fire. The rebuilt
Administration Building reopened Octo-
ber 25, 2004, at a cost of$17,350,000 rvith
more floor space and new facilities. No
amount of money, however, could replace
lost data that was not backed up and
stored off-site.
An o1d standard in disaster planning
and disaster recovery is called the 72-hour
rule. It states that a facility shouid be cut
offfrom access for no rltore than 72 hours
and should be prepared to survive that
long r-rnti1 assistance arrives. Disasters such
as the 9i 1 1 terrorist attacks, the fire at the
University of Kentucky, Hurricane Katrina,
and the California wildfires demonstrate
the fallacy of this upper 1imit. Some disas-
ters are simply so sweeping and so swift
as to trim that time-limit to seconds. The
only way to recover from such disasters is
through advance planning and consider-
ation ofa11 possible scenarios, from floods
to hre, from hackers to hurricanes, and
from tornadoes to terrorism.
If we manage to achieve survival goals
and stay in communication, the next step is
data salvage, recovery, and/or reconstruc-
tion. Simply running backup tapes and
keeping them in a "safe" place may not be
enough. Fires can cook data disks and tape
to data dust. Attempts at data recovery after
Hurricane Katrina illustrated the hidden
dangers from flood waters. Even storage
disks that survived the water suffered from
both the toxins in the brackish flood waters
and the dangerous molds that grow in
their aftermath. Optior.rs for off-site storage
abound, but we must consider how far
away is far enough.
When Hurricane Katrina struck,
landlines were cut and ce11 phone commu-
nications were eliminated when the towers
became inoperative. Lack of communica-
tions was a critical problem. One system
that continued working was satellite com-
munications, leading to the conclusion that
a few satellite phones and/or a terminal for
low-rate data could help in the event of a
much more extensive disaster.
Off-site storage solutions are becom-
ing common, but not common enough.
Iron Mountain (http:/iwww.ironmountain.
com), a storage solution provider favored
by Pepperdine, UC Berkeley, and other
California educational institutions, asks
on their website: "Did you know that 65
percent ofpublic and private organizations
do not have an enterprise-u'ide records
management policy and program?" It
boggles the mind to consider all the valu-
able data stored on individual workstations
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;llltl n.rlClrtrok Lont[\t.rlcrr ()r] 
.ln\ tt,i\ Cn
cilmpus, often rvithout anY reculal data
backup or sccuritr. consiclerations other
than the cofilrno]r sense et-fbrts olthc r:sct.
As Iron N{ountain sar.s, "Hopc is not a plirn
firr c]isaster."
Navigating in the Wake
Tl'rese natural disasters and hurlan tras-
eclies have testccl the cmergencv s\-stcnts
at colleges and universitics that thorlght
thcnrsch,cs preparcd. Some, Iike \/irginia
Tcch ancl Universitv of I(cntrLckr., lear.nccl
some clifficult anc'l costlv lcssor-rs. Others.
likc Peppo:dine Unir.ersitv, rr ere testcd irnd
uet the challcnge, but learned horv fr:agile
cven the rlost aclr-ancecl systet.ns cirn bc.
A11 threc educational ir-rstitutions hayc:
mor.ecl past tl-re disasters ancl cler.clopccl
nerr ancl rnolc ertensir.,e cmergencv plirns
x'hich fbcus on conrmunication rr.ith all
g6116911rgd-qtuclcnts, facultl., stafl, ofliccrs,
ancl the communitl,. 'l'o reircl nrore about
tlteir elli,r'tr, chcck out thrir entergc;cr
planning n ebsites: http://cmereenc\,.pep-
percline.edu/; http://ehs. ukr..edu/; ancl
h t t p : // *'urt . eh ss. r,t. e cl u/pr.o gra r-u s/ O S D /
Emergeno-9ro 20 P la n nir-r g/0 1 intro cl uction.
htm.
It is clear that the scope of potential
tragedics coulcl drir-e us craz\,, br-Lt it is
encouratirrg to sce colleges ancl universitics
rcsproncling to the broirdcst possible set of
threirts u,ith creative thought, consistent
training, ancl cut ting-ecige techno1ogp,.
Elwin "Mick" McKellar is a freelance writer and
frequent contributor to the ACIJTA Journal who Iives
in Michigan. Reach him at mick@pasty.net.
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are implementing emergency notilication
systems. The good news is that the technol-
ogy landscape in the United States allows
colleges to leverage the widespread use of
cel1 phones, text messages, and e-mail to
develop effective, low-cost systems that can
be put to a variety of uses, not just during
an emergency. Notifications fall into two
broad categories that we call everyday noti-
fications and "someday" notifications'
Everyday and SomedaY
Many university administrators face the
dilemma of how to afford an emergency
notification system they may need to use
someday, while also managing operations
everyday. To cope with an emergency that
may happen somedaY-whether a hur-
ricane or other natural disaster, accident,
or criminal act-administrators need
notification systems that can immediateiy
broadcast alerts over a variety of communi-
cation devices to large populations. Ideally,
emergency systems should also be equipped
with interactive resPonse technologies that
allow recipients to acknowledge messages,
so administrators can be sure everyone was
reached.
But while preparation for emergency
use is crucial, colleges also need an every-
day system to communicate with students,
faculty, and staff about routine matters:
class registration deadlines, orientation
sessions, financial aid and scholarship op-
portunities, and more. The way to afford
both an everyday and a someday system
is with an application that performs both
functions. Such a notification system allorvs
colleges to amortize system costs down to
just pennies per daY Per user.
a-\-,)\/,\/
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Contact 101: Strategies for Emergency
Notification
Recent tragedies on college campuses have
directed attention toward emergency noti-
fication systems, but the need for such sys-
tems is not new. Elementary schools have
long practiced fire drills, sounding alarms
in every classroom. Cities require home-
owners to install and test smoke alarms'
And most American schoolchildren iearn
of Paul Revere's midnight ride and how a
code was developed using lanterns-one if
by land, two if by sea-to signal the Brit-
ish advance. A11 these examples, old and
new, hammer home the same message: An
emergency notihcation plan is an essential
and admirable precaution'
Today, a number of regulatory, societal,
and technological events have made emer-
gency notification systems more important
and potentially more effective than ever'
The Clery Act, so named by Congress in
1998 to memorialize a student murder
victim, mandates that colleges "issue timeiy
warnings of crimes." Watchdog groups
such as Security on
Campus, Inc., lobbY for
safer campus environ-
ments and the disclo-
sure of dangers. And
instant communica-
tions devices surround
us at home and on the
go, allowing emergency
notification systems to
play an important role
in saving iives.
In response, manY
communications Pro-
fessionals at college and
university camPuses
Solutions that combine the safety of
off-premise hosting with Web-based easy
access offer the best approach. The benefits
of a hosted approach include flexible and
on-demand scalability, secure availability,
and reduced up-front and ongoing exPen-
ditures. Web-based systems allow an1'where
access and eliminate long-distance phone
cating wirelessly, they can likely be found
at home accessing their e-mail or instant
messaging (IM) accounts.
Rather than being a challenge, this mul-
tiplicity of communication types is a bless-
ing for campus notification systems. A noti-
fication system should take advantage of
every communication mode to ensure the
But in order to take advantage of text
messaging, and every other medium, you
must make sure your notification system is
communications agnostic.
Many Mediums, One Vendor
For each type of communication-voice,
text, IM, email, and even fax transmissions
charges. Together, these two assets allow
you to benefit from your notification sys-
tem everyday, while also remaining ready to
respond to a crisis somedaY.
But regardless of whether your notifica-
tion system is performing an everyday or a
someday task, a key to its success is "push-
ing" information to the reciPient.
Always in Touch
People have never been more accessible.
More than 200 million Americans own a
cell phone, a number equal to 65 percent of
the country's population. For Americans of
college age, cell phone ownership is an even
higher 85 percent, though at times it seems
nothing less than 100 percent. And voice
communications over those phones are be-
ing given a run for their money by SMS text
messages. In 2005, users sent 25 billion text
messages, up from just 5 billion in2004'
When college students are not communi-
successful delivery of urgent information.
However, this is not happening. A recent
poll of ACUTA members revealed that col-
lege notification systems overwhelmingly
rely on e-mail, while only a handful use text
messaging. This imbalance may stem from
a generational divide between students
and administrators, but it can have serious
repercussions. E-mail is a pull technology'
It requires users to look for the informa-
tion, which may take precious hours. Text
messaging' by contrast, is a push technol-
ogy that demands the recipient's immediate
attention.
"Text messaging is ideal for emergency
notification," said Ken Landoline, Yankee
Group, Enterprise Research, Customer-
Centric Strategies Program Manager' "It
alerts users to brief messages that can be ac-
cessed and understood instantly. We expect
its use to grow dramatically''
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can thank innovative businesses in
a variety of industries, and that can be a
problem when shopping for a notification
system. Few industries or companies have
needed to develop exPertise in handling
every type of communication. As indi-
vidual consumers, we depend upon several
companies for our Internet service, cell
phone connections, e-mail, and messaging
programs. But this kind of multisourcing
won t do for emergency notiflcation.
"In an urgent situation, campus ad-
ministrators need easy access to a unified
system that can distribute any message,"
said Steve Rutledge, vice president, product
marketing, Genesys. "Colleges need to look
for companies that have long experience
with every tyPe of communication."
The best notification systems allow
administrators to work from within a single
point of entry-such as a simple web-based
form-that accommodates the creation )
and distribution of both voice and text
messages. A singl: send command will then
launch these messages to the appropriate
devices.
In addition, notification systems should
allow administrators to choose how to send
voice communications. For example, users
should be able to record custom messages
in their own voice, launch pre-recorded
voice messages, or use text-to-speech (TTS)
technology so that text messages can be
converted to voice communications when
that is the most cc,nvenient.
and delivering them to selected groups or
individual users.
In fact, segmenting groups to receive
custom messages is another crucial task for
notification systems.
Customized Delivery
Segmentation is essential, because even
alerts that need to be sent to the entire
campus community require customization.
The campus community includes students
living on campus, those living off campus,
professors, instructors, and maintenance
governmentand higher education, Genesys.
"If students receive too many irrelevant
messages, there is the danger they will learn
to ignore notification alerts, and that would
be counter-productive and even dangerous.,,
A well-designed system offers admin-
istrators the option of targeted delivery
of custom messages to any number of
individual groups or communities.
Personal Preferences
Customization also needs to allow ev-
ery individual within a targeted group
The Contact Center Difference
One of the few industries with the experi_
ence to effectively cleliver notifications is
the contact center industry. Over the years,
as the telephone waLs joined by faxes, e-mail,
IM, texting, and Web browsing, the contact
center industry found ways to receive,
route, respond, archive, and report on them
all, while also creating seamless interfaces
between telephony and database systems.
Genesys is the leading provider of contact
center solutions to l,ederal and state govern_
ment agencies, and also the world,s largest
banks, insurance companies, and airlines.
The company has 1ii years of experience
managing every type of communication
employees. A notification system must be
able to deliver customized messages to each
group.
And most notifications will affect only
certain populations, such as athletes who
use the gym that is affected by a power
outage, chemistry students who need to
avoid a noxious spill in the lab, or freshmen
who must attend orientation. Notification
systems must be flexible enough to treat
each scenario individually to ensure that
the system remains a respected and heeded
source.
"Campus administrators must guard
against the'boy-who-cried-wolf ' spr-
drome," said Kevin Keehn, director,
to receive notifications according to her
personal preferences. On the most basic
level, this means that students who want
SMS messages will be reached that way, and
those who want voice messages will receive
that kind of alert. Beyond that, individuals
must also be contacted in the appropriate
language, and via multiple means, includ-
ing anything from voice, text, or e-mail
to messages on a phone machine or fax
transmissions.
These notifications are too often
thought of as a one-way street, but re-
cipients should be able to respond to the
alert to provide-or request-additional
information.
The (Overlooked) Return Wave
There is an understandable bias built into
our way of thinking about notification sys-
tems. Even the name-notification-im-
plies that these systems are responsible only
for messages going out from the center to
the periphery, from the administration to
the community. It is time to re-think this
paradigm.
"Notification systems should provide
recipients with clear instructions, includ-
ing how to reply and how those who need
additional details can access that informa-
tion. Without a clear resPonse
path, text messages can create an
avalanche of curiositY that over-
whelms local government agen-
cies," said Keehn' GenesYs. "ManY
college towns have small Police
departments that will not be able
to respond to calls from tens of
thousands of students alerted bY
campus administrators. Colleges
have to handle the questions their
systems generate."
Experts at GenesYs refer to
the calls generated bY alerts as
"the return wave." This secondarY
volume of calls must be an-
ticipated, and ProPerlY designed
systems must handle them as Part
of the notification process. For example'
a notification should include options for
the recipient to push 9 on a kelpad for
more information or * if she wishes to
report important information' The system
can recognize the recipient by her phone
number or other address and deliver her to
the proper resource, which could be a blend
of self- and agent-assisted service, e-mail
response, or Web chat.
"The most sophisticated emergency
response systems support using the keypad
or voice recognition technologies and sub-
sequent routing of the return wave," said
Landoline,Yankee Group. "Genesys per-
fected its routing engine to handle massive
volumes according to virtually infinite rules
to ensure that incoming communications
get delivered immediately to the proper
resource."
The dePloYment of "return wave"
technologies brings the additional ben-
eflt of deeper thinking about the aims of
emergency notification. With the ability to
collect information from alert recipients,
universities will need to develop policies
about how such information is routed and
who responds to it. Some institutions will
Iimit this two-way technology to selected
groups or individuals, and others will make
it more widely available. As with every
powerful new technology, return wave han-
dling will develop in unforeseen ways, and
we expect that it will soon become integral
to notification systems.
Comprehensive RePorting
Just this past December (2007), in response
to the murder of two students at Louisiana
State University, the school issued alerts
over its notification system' Many stu-
dents never received the messages they had
signed up to receive. The incident hammers
home the need for reporting and analytic
tools that can reveal system performance'
"Reporting is crucial to track system
performance," said Rutledge, Genesys'
"Colleges must be able to document the
reliability of their systems to demonstrate
performance, fix failures, and support
spending requests."
After-the-fact rePorting is not
enough. Real-time reporting is essential
to ensure that everyone is reached in a
timely fashion' Administrators should
demand solutions offering real-time
metrics so that problems can be identi-
fied and corrected as soon as they occur'
Gonclusion
Anyone who enters the realm of emer-
gency notification also enters the world
of traditional wisdom. Proverbs have
long warned us to be careful' Carpen-
ters say, "Measure fivice, cut once"'
Parents say, "Look before you leap'" A
Chinese proverb advises, "Don't test the
depth of the water with both feet"'
To this we would add, "Before
buying, request a demo." The best
notification system is one that does
what it promises and is backed uP bY
a company that believes in its product' its
reputation, and its customers'
To request a demo, Please call Bill
Grabner, director, government and higher
education solutions, at 916l 409-0952' To
learn why Computer Interaction Solutions
named the Genesys Emergency Prepared-
ness solution one of the 2007 products
of the year, please visit www'genesyslab'
com/noti fi cation/ un iversitY'
Ron Kovac, Ph.Dr.
Ball State Univensity
University Approaches to Emergencies and
Emergency Commu nication
In the summer of 2007, in response to tragic
events on the Virginia Tech campus, ACUTA
conducted a webinar on emergency notification
response plans. The webinar garnered one ofthe
highest participation rates ever for an ACUTA
online event, indicating the high level ofinterest
and sense ofurgency that colleges and universities
now had for their ability to respond to emergen-
cies, including notification of everyone who might
be affected.
After this webinar, ACUTA asked member
institutions to submit copies of their emergency
response plans so we could compile them and
present some useful observations. Our goal was
to summarize the key points, essentially creating
a "table of contents" that institutions can fill in
based on their unique situations and needs. What
follows is what we learned from campuses that
responded by sending us their plans.
From institutions of all sizes we received plans
that ranged in size from two to more than 100
pages. Some covered emergency response plans for
the entire university, some just for the IT depart_
ment. None of the pians was considere d a Jtnal
version; each one was in some stage of planning or
revision.
The plans were all sent to ACUTA electroni_
cally and tlpically existed on paper back at the
home institutions. Many sites noted that their plan
was also on a website so that it could be accessed
from afar and by many people. The main goal was
to store the plan away from where the emergency
would take place.
As we reviewed and analyzed each plan,
the commonaiities surfaced. At the most basic
level, each plan had three major sections: (1) the
preliminaries, which provide justification, intent,
and other background information; (2) the body,
which provides the response scheme to emer-
gencies; and (3) supporting marerial.
1. The Preliminaries
The first section, the preliminaries, laid down
the directions and foundation for the remainder
of the plan. It was here that the complex issues,
strategies, and philosophies ofthe creators were
formed. The major elements in this section
included the following:
. Purpose and scope. Almost all plans started
with a description of the plan,s purpose, scope,
and justification. Was this plan for the entire
university, the IT department, satellite campus_
es, or a combination?
Often the strategy taken was whom to con_
tact and what to fix rather than how to specifi_
cally respond to predetermined events. Always,
the plan was cited as a place to get information
quicklythat is accurate and up-to_date. Know-
ing that emergencies call for creative thinking
and quick decisions, the plan was often thought
of as a place to find information so that on_the_
fly decisions could be made quickly.
. Declaration of emergency. This part discussed
who can declare an emergency. This was often
the university president, or a delegate so named,
in counsel with campus police and university
counsel.
. Goals of the plan. Clearly defined goals came
next. Often the first ones were saving lives and
controlling the emergency. Sustainability of
university resources was often a goal through a
delineation of business continuity plans. A tlpi_
cal goal read "Emergencies or potential emer_
gencies be handled in a professional, orderly,
and quick manner to minimize negative effects
and optimize restoration.,,
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' ConJidentiality of information' Realizing the
legal specter institutions face, the plan usually
discussed what ty2e of information can be
released. Realizing that names and speciflcs
should not and cannot be given to the media
until other events transpired, rules of engage-
ment with the media and the pubiic were laid
out.
. Media tolkingpoints. Commensurate with the
former subsection, talking points for media
relations were frequently included' Often a
media staging area was identified, and person-
nel were named who were authorized to talk
with the media.
' Team formation and composition' This subsec-
tion created the emergency resPonse team
and noted its composition by title and name'
Team authoritY, role, and chain of
command were clearlY laid out'
Tlpical members oIthis committee
included representatives from the
insurance company. university com-
munications, legal counsel, human
resources, public safety, and hazmat'
' Emer gen cY fr amew ork' Different
universities broke down emergen-
cies in different ways. But they all
tended to have various criteria for
categorizing emergencies' Common
criteria included the following:
a. Scope. These criteria rated the
emergency for its scope of reach' For
example: community, full universlty'
section of universitY, building'
b. T1pe. These criteria defined the
t)?e of emergency. Categories tlpi-
cally used in emergencY t)?e were
environmental, facility, and human'
c. Intention. In this rating the
intention behind the emergency was
rated. The two categories used were
intentional (i.e', a bombing) and
unintentional (i.e., tornado)'
Often emergencY Plans detailed
some of the crises that might arise'
The following are examPles:
Health
Fire
Missing child/abduction
Quarantine
Death or severe injurY
Natural disaster
Tornado
Biological threat
Hostage situation
Structural failure
Chemical or radiation sPill
Loss of potable water or water Pressure
Psychological crisis
Violent activitY
Downed aircraft
Earthquake
Threat to Public welfare
Bomb threat
Physical plant failure
FIeet vehicle accident/breakdown
. Testing of plar. Almost all plans defined how frequently to test the 
plan'
Often ranging from every three months to yearly' the team would 
meet
and go through all the motions of responding to an actual emergency'
2. Body ofthe plan
After the prelimin:ary section (the why and what), withroles and
definitions articulated, the plans attempted to describe the how.
The body of the plan, the bulk of the plan, described the response
to various incidents. The following were common to most strategies:
. Implementation 1tl6n. The plans took one of two approaches.
Some described the response by incident tlpe (i.e., if a tornado
strikes, follow these steps). Some plu.r. *".. very detailed, noting
every specific step to be done by incident type. Others *... _o..
general and providled available response patterns that could be
selected by the emergency response team.
. Time line. Articulately defined were the .,must dos,,in the first
hour, first 12 hourr;, first day, first 3 days, and finally post mortem.
Often these steps irrvolved notification of parties within and out_
side the university.
. Business continuiqv plan Some plans included separate steps for
maintaining cruciall institutional services such as dormitory meals,
heating, phone service, electricity, computer systems and applica_
tions, and records.
' Assembly areas. M,cst prans defined where students and staff
should assemble for evacuation, control, or safety. In some cases,
this was an off-campus site.
3. Supporting Materials
. Contact information. All plans included key contact information
for members of the r:mergency response team and all other perti_
nent staff in the unirzersity and community. Information included
cell number, home phone, e_mail, land mail address, and so on. In
addition, an externall contact list was often provided. On this list
were key vendors whLo could help in attenuating the emergency.
. Calling tree. Some of the plans incorporated a calling tree to make
use of the personnel to spread the word quickty. In this case, the
tree and all contact information were provided.
. Utility system descriptions. Description, layouts, and drawings of
all utility systems were provided. This included telephone, electric_ity, gas, and data.
' Building floor plans. Floor prans for each building were either
incorporated into the plan or available on a CD. These were consid_
ered essential for rescue, evacuation, or public safety issues.
. 
,Annual review proce:;s. A process was often defined to update
the plan at least annually. At the simplest, this was to account for
changes in personnel and phone numbers, moving, and building
adaptation. At the most complex, it was to ptu., fo". emergencies
that are new to university locations.
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. Temporary morgue location. Recognizing that deaths may result
from emergencies, some of the plans allowed for a temporary
morgue. For colleges in small towns with limited public resources,
this was thought to be essential.
. Notification resources available and how to access. Often the plans
noted all the available ways to notiS, students, parents, staff,
faculty, and others. Contact and password information was pro_
vided for each ofthese so the full emergency response team could
implement the plan response. The notification resources were
broken down into categories: active and passive broadcasts.
Active broadcasts included such things as sirens and public
address systems.
Passive broadcasts included some traditional methods as well
as some newer technologies:
AM and FM stations
E-mail blasts
Fax blasts
Message injection/video systems
Web page notification
Messaging
Instant messaging
Television stations
Pager blasts
Cellular blasts
MOTD
FX Lines
Cell phone
Other
. Prior arrangements. This section discussed prior arrangements
made with vendors or others for a alternate functional spaces as
well as a command center. Examples are arrangements with telcos
and IXCs, major vendors, and emerger.y r"*i.. providers.
Summary
we realize that no single plan or sorution can work for all institu_
tions. However, we believe that certain common elements can be
incorporated into all such plans, and certain technologies are animportant part of any emergency response plan.
Possibly the plan is not the end at all, but rather the planning
process is. In the words of the immortal leader Dwight Eisen_
hower, "In preparing for battle, I have always found that plans are
useless, but planning is indispensable.,,
IT professionals are used to planning for disasters in order to
maintain the mission-critical nature of their systems. This is in
our blood. This skill set can be used to assist in the development,
adaptation, updating, and implementation of the emergency
response plan for an institution.
Ron Kovac, PhD, is director of training and professor of information and com_
munications sciences at Ball State University. He can be reached at rkovac@
bsu.edu.
A Reasoned ResPonse to Crisis
James Satterfield
Firestorm Solutions
Crisis management teams exPect to
encounter evidence of massive material
ioss at the site of a disaster' However' when
the Firestorm Solutions team received a
call frorn Charles Steger, \rirginia Tech's
president, to provide on-site crisis manage-
ment suPport following the tragic camPus
shootings in April 2007, what they saw u'as
little more than the ribbon of police tape
around stolid Norris Hall and a horde of
media satellite trucks'
The immediate as well as iong-term
result of the Virginia Tech tragedy has
been dramatically heightened concerns
about campus security coast to coast'
lnitial responses based on everlthing from
emergency messaging and alert svstems to
self-defense training programs are being
sold to campuses around the country'
CertainiY, each added laYer of Pre-
paredness is an improvement' Still' the VT
,hoot., managed to circumvent a number
of protective measures, including dorm
security locks' and law enforcement of-
ficials agree that a suicide assassin'-some-
one who intends to kill as many people as
possible and die in the process-is almost
impossible to stoP'
Because everv crisis is a human crisis'
we must look for ways to mitigate the
damage. There is no single panacea; the
reasoned response requires a shift in poli-
cies, procedures, and attitudes' Equipment'
hardware, and software alone can't protect
people. There must be a new environment
of p.rrorul knorvledge and responsibility'
Predict. Plan. Perform'
Continuity planning is a strategic gov-
ernance issue. Proper disaster planning
requires thatyot predicr the vuinerabiiity'
plan th,"response, and perform when the
",rent 
ctccurs' A well-designed and -execut-
ed plan can transform a crisis' Features of
u *"11-d.rigr-r.d pian include an analysis of
ail vulnerabilities and their impacts on the
people, Processes) and assets' A well-defined
plan will identify how these impacts can
te mitigated in a crisis' And a well-defined
piart *ill have detailed training' testing' and
updatir-,g features' The goal of every plan
.trorla U. to mitigate the impact and accei-
erate the return of normal operations'
People are trained to reacti we need to
Iearn to pre-act. Pre-action is a noun that
means ( I ) the act or ProceSs of prepar-
ing prior to a crisis, disaster' treatment'
,it.,utior-r, or stimulus or (2) the detailed
development, implementation' and testing
ol a plan in advance o[ need' Time restricts
the [uantity and quality of options that
we have in any crisis or disaster situation'
The less notice we have, the fewer options
and the Sreater the impacts of a disaster
or crisis. Today, most vulnerabilities and
exposures are foreseeabie to the trained eye'
Predicting the threats and risks we poten-
tiaily face requires an analysis of the site'
processes, people, materials' and informa-
tion within an organization'
Once vulnerabilities have been identi-
fied, planning can be done to mitigate
these exposures and determine optimal
...or..f strategies in light of operational'
strategic, and external issues' No plan is
going to soive or prevent every crisis' but
it can minimize many of the undesirable
outcomes.
Finally, in order for people to perform
when needed' plans must be communi-
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cated, tested, and updated on a reguiar basis, and everyone shouldbe involved. changing the mind-set or',diru.t.. a.nial,, means
accepting the possibility ofa crisis and expecting everyone to be asprepared as possible.
Fostering awareness ieads to a culture of preparedness. Most in_
cidences ofviolence in schools, be it intruder, student_on_student
targeted violence, or even terrorism, could have been prevented if
someone had acted on what they knew.
Lessons Learned
1. Vulnerabilities e.xist. Despite the disaster denial mind_set of
many in our societ.y, the fact remains that vulnerabilities are every_
where. Couid any university president deny that what happened
at virginia Tech could have happened ut his or her schoor? what
about the increasirrg threat ofnatural disasters, acts ofterrorism,
or the looming likelihood of an avian flu pandemic? What abour
security issues and campus safety, including identifying and re_p_orting suspicious persons) sexual harassm..r,, urrd mentai health
challenges? It can be a challenge to walk the line between fear and
denial, but acknowledging these realities is the first step in mitigat_ing them.
2. Planning is criticar. people-not just hardware or software_wilr
make the decisions that save or cost lives. Who wijl press the but_ton to send out the warning message? What if he or she isn,t pres_
ent when it needs to be done? Are prewritten messages authorized
and readily available? What specific deveiopmenrs will trigger what
response? What wili be the chain of command? What are the roles
and responsibilities of ajl those involved? What is the process for
students to evacuate dorms, classrooms, and the campus? How will
students, facuity, and staff report their safety and be accounted for?These are decisions that need to be made and communicated in
advance.
lls$fi edlledl: Even.gi'
* 0utagesilAiims
4. Prepare to communicafe. By delivering key messages to
the community in a timely fashion, the"conr.qu"r.., of
a disaster can be managed. Because of good.o_-rrrri.u-
tions at Virginia Tech, freshman enrollment projections forthe fail semester were met. Confidence in the university,s
leadership was renewed, as initial calls for resignations
were repiaced by overwhelming statements of"support.
5. Anyone may be held accountable. While the iiabilities
involved in the Virginia Tech event are uncertain, higher
education in general has been put on notice. It should
no longer be assumed that certain kinds of events can be
called "unforeseen.,,
A Call to Action
Over the coming months and years all university constitu_
ents-parents, faculty, staff, alumni, and media_will wantto know what was learned and what improvements have
been made since the events on Virginia Tech,s campus.Immediately, we saw an increased u*u."r.r, of security
weaknesses and the beginning ofa culture ofprepared_
ness on most campuses. A simple solution to this complexproblem doesn't exist, but the importance of planning has
come home to us all.
James W Satterfield is president and chief operating officer of Fire_
storm sorutions, a strategic consurting firm that focuses on vurnerabiri_
ty analysis, threat assessment, and exposure mitigation. Visit Firestorm
at www.firestorm.com.
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Digital Forensics: What ls lt and
Why Should I Care?
Ron Kovac, Ph.D.
Ball State UniversitY
Although thewordforensics is not newr we
hear it a lot more often these days' Cer-
tainly TV crime shows, such as CSI and
Law and Order,have put a spotlight on
the science and art of forensics, especially
digital lorensics.
Digital forensics maY be broadlY
defined as finding and obtaining informa-
tion residing on digitai devices and then
creating a detailed anaiysis of tt' Digital
devices means any digital device: laptop or
desktop computers, thumb drives' PDAs'
cell phones, or even GPS devices' The
ultimate aim of this Process is to use the
information as evidence in policy viola-
tions or civil or criminal court cases'
Almost ail digital devices store infor-
mation in either volatile or nonvolatile
memory, and information can be pivotal
in acquiring and processing evidence in
an investigation' Even data thought to
have been erased can often be retrieved to
provide evidence in a case'
But the field of digital forensics is
more complicated than that' Often the
discipline of digital forensics is broken
down into three major areas: computer
forensics, network forensics, and vulner-
ability assessment and risk management'
In the computer forensics area' formal
forensic anaiysis of systems (most often
hard drives) is accomplished looking for
evidence related to an incident or crime'
In the network forensics area' analysis
is done on how PerPetrators use the
network to further the crime (e-mail' file
transfer), and where they went and what
they did on the network' Remember' the
network is the roadway system between
computers, and all network equiPment can
1og every Packet.
The last area, vulnerability assessment
and risk management, tests the integrity of
digital devices around the campus or en-
terprise. This aspect of computer forensics
focuses on preventing hacking into current
systems and stealing or corrupting data'
Why Should I Care?
There are certainiy enough issues to keep
IT professionals in colleges and universi-
ties busy: infrastructure, strategic planning'
new technologies, funding, and more' But
when computer crime aPpears likely' our
attention turns to political and law enforce-
ment measures. It is better to be prepared
for these possibilities with some knowledge
and a game plan' The following actual
scenarios have occurred recentiy on college
campuses:
1. The president's office calls to complain
of hostile and threatening e-mail coming to
her office from within the campus' Who is
doing this?
2. The Secret Service calls charging that
e-mail threatening the president of the
United States is emanating from your cam-
pus. Find the culprit and get evidence'
3. A rogue faculty member is suspected of
running a business from his office' A bullet-
proof case must be develoPed'
4. Computer facilities on your camPus are
being used as zombies in attacks against
large corporations. A lawsuit has been filed
against the universitY'
5. Downloading and distribution of large
amounts of video and music flles are com-
ing from your camPus' The RIAA has fiied
a lawsuit'
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All of these erents require immediate
action on the part ofIT professionals who
may-or may not_be familiar with digital
forensics.
Digital Forensics lnvestigations
Soon after the attacks on the World Trade
Center in 2001, ttLousands of people were
involved in an intensive forensic analysis
ofthe cause, damage, deaths, and probable
suspects in this tragic event. The results
were startling, anc[ Iaw enforcement per_
sonnel were able t,o piece together a jigsaw
ptzzle of amazing proportions. But the
forensic analysis did not involve just physi_
cal evidence; it involved digital forensic
evidence where the FBI attempted to, and
did, find evidence on digital media and
transmissions to uJltimately identi$, and
bring some of the perpetrators to trial.
Colleges and their information tech_
nology infrastructutres are porous entities
meant to provide convenience to the user,
often at the sacrifice of security and ac_
countability. But this does not negate the
need to maintain accountability and stop
the promotion of terrorism, threats, policy
violations, and money laundering from
within campuses. Digital forensics provides
the ability to track users suspected ofvio_
lating campus polic.ies and to assist outside
law enforcement agr:ncies in identif.ing
criminal activity.
The role of the Ilf professionals, and
especially forensics 
€:xperts, is to collect and
analyze evidence from digital devices to de_
termine whether a crime has been commit_
ted or policyviolated. If, after this step, the
evidence is inculpatc,ry (pointing to a legal
or policy violation) and not exculpatory
(clearing the suspect ofwrongdoing) a case
needs to be prepared-artifacts, evidence,
and opinions that wil[ be offered in court
or at a company inquLiry. Before beginning
the investigation, a plan must be followed
and accepted procedure must be used to
prepare the case. Approaching the case
haphazardly will usually destroy evidence
or make the evidence not legally admissible.
In order for a case to be made, a plan
and systematic approach must be devel_
oped. This process takes time, and cannot
be rushed if the intent is a case that will
hold up in courr. Such a plan will usually
include the following six sreps:
1. Develop an initial theory and assess_
ment about the case. During this stage a
firm understanding of the situation being
investigated must be developed. All specif_
ics of the case must be known: the tlpe of
evidence that can be used (pDA, hard disk),
the operating system used, disk format,
intention ofthe perpetrator, and location
ofthe evidence.
2. Obtain the evidence and make per_
fect copies. After securing the evidence,
perfect-image copies or bit-stream copies,
in multiple, must be made. A bit-stream
copy is a bit-by-bit copy ofthe original
storage medium and is an exact duplicate
of the original disk-vastly different from a
simple backup copy of a disk. In addition, a
chain of custody for the evidence trail must
be maintained noting where the evidence
has been, who has handled it, how it was
secured, and so on, in order to maintain
legally admissible evidence for court or in a
company trial.
3. Develop a detailed design, determine
resources, and test the design. This stage
involves preparing general and detailed
steps to be followed. The detailed design
estimates the amount of time needed
and helps the process stay on track while
also delineating the forensic workstation
requirements and the other tools needed.
During this step, the design should also be
tested by comparing hash signatures to en_
sure that proper copies were made. Hashing
is the process of using a unique mathemati_
cal algorithm to snapshot the current state
ofa file, substance, letter, etc., so that it can
be noted if any changes occurred to the
document during storage, transmission, or
processing.
4. Identif, and mitigate the risks. During
this stage an understanding of the incident
must be made to assess risk and whether a
crime occurred or policy has been violated.
Usually to mitigate risks, multiple cop_
ies of the original evidence are made so
that destruction of a single copy does not
endanger the case.
5. Analyze and investigate the data held
as evidence. In this stage, the forensic
workstation, software, and hardware
tools are used to analyzethe copies ofthe
evidence. This is a complex undertaking,
as viewing the data can sometimes alter
it. For example, Microsoft Windows can
sometimes alter the files on the disk and the
integrity of the evidence, making it useless
in a court case. Write-blocking software can
be used to prevent Windows from altering
the integrity ofthe evidence. The task is to
recover data that can be used as evidence.
This involves going through file fragments
and deleted files. The goal is to find the
er.idence (pornographic files, evidence of
emails sent and received, timestamps of
use, etc.) to determine if a crime has been
committed or policy violated.
6. Develop the case report. During this
stage, a case report is written giving a
historical account ofall the steps taken and
all the evidence found. Who, what, when,
where, and why are basic facts that must be
provided.
Proceding with an lnvestigation
Ifan incident, like any ofthe scenarios
outlined occurs, what do you do? Law
enforcement entities have different rules
by which to abide that are more stringent,
while private-sector organizations (busi_
ness and government agencies that are not
involved in law enforcement) have more
latitude. In the United States, private_sec_
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tor agencies must comPly with state public
disclosure and federal Freedom of Informa-
tion Act law and make the documents they
find available as public records.
Investigations of computer incidents
often happen in a controlled workplace,
rather than a home, and involve a policy
violation rather than a crime. Most often
the equipment used to violate the policy is
owned by the organization and therefore
known to the organization and is running
"standard" operating system, e-mail, and
Web browser facilities. This makes the job
ofthe digital forensics expert far easier.
What is seized and analYzed from an
employee depends on published college
or university policy. The Fourth Amend-
ment of the Constitution provides Ameri-
can citizens the expectation ofprivacy' A
well-defined university policy provides the
employer the right to examine, inspect,
or access any comPany-owned computer
equipment. If this policy is created and
disseminated, an employer can legally ac-
cess all computing assets without Fourth
Amendment privacy rights being violated'
Warning banners on the log-in screen are
often used to alert employees of policy
statements. This provides the employer the
right to freely initiate inquiries to deter-
mine if an infraction has occurred. This is
a tremendous advantage over law enforce-
ment agencies (public entities), which
require a warrant, with the prerequisite
probable cause.
Even with PolicY and warning ban-
ners in place, an organization should not
delve into employees' computers without
some reasonable suspicion. A well-defined
process that describes the initiation ofan
investigation should be put into place, and
the process must be followed before an
employee's privacY is violated.
A journal or, preferably, a video record-
ing of the acquisition should be done from
the time of arrival on the scene. Time and
date of arrival need to be noted, and every
significant task performed documented'
Sometimes the lines of the investigation
get blurred. If, during the course of a policy
or abuse investigation, criminal acts are dis-
covered, then the employer must turn over
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form an orderly shutdown. The goal is to
preselve as much evidence as possible. This
goal requires a lot of judgment calls and
understanding of computer and network
operation. In this case, the evidence must
be turned over to the proper law enforce-
ment agencies for further action.
Public law enforcement agencies fall
under far more stringent rules and need
probable cause, as defined by a warrant is-
sued by a judge. Warrants are very specific,
with Iimiting phrases to guide law enforce_
ment personnel to what they can look for.
Often investigations in colleges and uni_
versities do not involve seizing evidence but
involve covert surveillance of employees
suspected ofviolating stated policies. The
use ofcovert surveillance should be clearly
defined in policy and aligned with appro_
priate government policies.
Digital Forensic Tools Available
Covert surveillance tools usually fall under
the categories of "sniffing tools,, and/or
"key-logging" programs. Both provide
real-time surveillance of the suspect. For_
tunately, there is a wide range of forensic
tools to help in forensic quests. These tools
fall into two basic categories: hardware and
software. Each has its advantages and disad_
vantages. Hardware tools tend to be more
expensive, but more reliable and rugged.
Regardless of their physical structure,
forensic tools do a multitude of tasks:
. The first is to acquire and copy the
original disk to ensure it does not become
corrupt evidence.
. The second task is to validate the cop-
ied data to ensure it is accurate and then
to discriminate the data. Discrimination
involves sorting and searching throtgh all
the data to find the proverbial needle in the
haystack.
. The third task of a forensic tool is to
extract the required information from the
raw data. This takes good search capabili_
ties and the ability to view the data in its
primal form (i.e., to view.ppt files through
Microsoft PowerPoint).
. The final task ofa forensic tool is re_
porting. This subsystem helps the investiga-
tor prepare the written report and assists
in extracting data drawn directly from the
evidence. Not all forensic tools have each
ofthese features, and each ofthese features
can have many subparts.
In Figure l, three popular products are
compared. These three products are fairly
powerful, easy to use, and readily accessible.
What Makes a Forensic Expert?
A wide range of skills is necessary to be able
to secure evidence and win a policy viola_
tion or a court case. First and foremost,
experts in this field need a deep knowledge
of the criminal justice system in order to
capture and preserve evidence that the
courts will uphold.
Second, digital forensics experts need
in-depth knowledge of all the digital de_
vices that are currently used and have been
used in the past. They must understand
how to capture data from the latest pDA as
well as a 10-year-old Macintosh.
Figure 1.
Product
Product comparison
Manufacturer Cost Features
the evidence to a law enforcement agency
for prosecution.
Suppose an investigation started when a
rogue professor was suspected ofviolat_
ing college or univ,ersity policy. During the
investigation, childl pornography was found
on the suspect's hard drive. The computer
should be seized and brought back to the
lab for processing. Before removing the
computer, record tLow the wires are hooked
up with close-up stLots of the back of the
computer. Areas around the computer
should also be scanned and recorded for
portable thumb drives and other pieces of
evidence.
If it is not possible to remoye the digital
device, then a bit-stream copy ofthe stor_
age mechanism murst be obtained on site.
If the computer is powered off, leave it
off and return it to the lab for processing.
If it is powered on, then a judgment call
needs to be made. Standard practice is to
pull the plug to halt the machine. Because
so many crimes are .network related, this
strategy may cause dlamage. If powered on,
it is suggested that the investigator record
each screen that is on the computer, record
the data that is on the screen (or save to
an external hard drir.e), and then per-
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EThird, they must understand the strict
rules of investigation and evidence gathering'
One of the key associations in the digital
forensics fie1d is the International Associa-
tion of Computer Investigative Specialists
(IACIS). IACIS restricts membership to
sworn law enforcement personnel or gov-
ernment employees working forensics cases'
The highest level of certifrcation is the Certi-
lied Forensic Computer Examiner (CFCE)'
Applicants are tested in the following areas:
. Analyzing information on various types
of disks (floppy disk, CD, and hard disk)'
Information on the disks is hidden, erased,
or not easily assembled.
' Creating concise and legal reports for the
disks that contain the following:
1. Exhibits of evidence
2. Detailed lists of evidence on the disks
3. Explanations of data/information on
the disks
4. Explanation of the procedures used
. Data acquisition
1. Creating a bit-stream image of a
suspect disk
2. Verifi,ing the bit-stream image
though various algorithms
. Researching
1. Finding owners of websites
2. Finding supPort evidence on the Web
Summary
The field of digital forensics is complex
and growing. IT professionals, especially
in universities and colleges, must be aware
of the basics of this field to do their job
effectively. Certainly, situations will arise
that delve into this fieid. It is far better to
be prepared now than to face a devastating
lawsuit later on.
Collegiate programs in the field of
forensics, especially digital forensics, are
growing by leaps and bounds. A finai word
of advice: It may be wise to look in your
own backyard for expertise and programs
that can help the IT department in this
area.
Ron Kovac, Ph.D., is director of training and profes-
sor of information and communications sciences at
Ball State University. He can be reached at rkovac@
bsu.edu.
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Protecting Digital Resources
According to Wikipedia, "ar.r exploit ... is a
piece ofsoftware, a chunk ofdata, or se-
quence of commands that takes advantage
ofa bug, glitch, or vulnerability in order to
cause unintended or unanticipated behavior
to occur on computer software, hardware, or
somethir.rg electronic (usually computerized).
This frecluently includes such things as gain-
ing control of a computer system or allowing
privilege escalation or a deniai-of-sen ice
attack. " ( http://en.wikipedia. org/wiki/Exploit_
06 2 B comp uter_secu rit yolo 2 9 )
A recently released exploit that takes
advantage of problems in Microsoft,s Routing
and Remote Access Server (RRAS) has drawn
the relative ire of Microsoft. In an advisory the
company states, "Microsoft is disappoir.rted
that certain security researchers have breached
the commonly accepted industrv practice of
withholding vulnerability dara so close to up_
date release and have published exploit code,
potentialll, harming computer users.,,
In his blog, security researcher H.D. Moore
took issue with Microsoft's comment and
posted a lengthy rebuttal explaining why he
chose to publish the exploit nine days after
Microsoft issued its RRAS patch. Moore,s posi_
tion is that there is no "commonly accepted
ir.rdustry practice of withholding vulnerability
data so close to update release." To argue his
position he points to several companies that
routinely buy unpubiished exploit code and
then resell the details to their customers. Such
cornpanies include VeriSign's iDefense, Digital
Arrnaments, and Immunity Inc.; horvever,
these companies do not publicly publish
exploit code, which seems to be the sticking
poir-rt for Microsoft.t
For college and university network manag_
ers and security professionals, the notion of
responsible disclosure has centered on the
guidelines of the Organization for Internet
Safety (OlS).r OIS is an organization of
commercial technology vendors whose role
includes the development of policies and
procedures relating to the public disclosure
of hardware and software vulnerabilities. OIS
guidelines encourage only nonpubiic disclo_
sure ofhardware and software security flaws
until the vendor has had an opportunity to
correct them. The organization believes that
vendors should be given a chance to create a
Iix for a vulnerability before it is made public.
The OIS guidelines have come under sharp
criticism as some vulnerabilities are known
months before a fix is available. The key criti_
cism ofthe guidelines is that vendors have an
indefir.rite period of time to develop a fix for a
problem, leaving the product users vulnerable
to security threats and potential subsequent
costs, including possible litigation, damage to
consumer conlidence, and reduction in the
value of the company itself.
More and more Liser organizations are
arguing that they should know about vulner_
abilities as soolt as they are detected to rnini_
mize their exposures. Legislation such as the
Health Insurance portability and Accessibility
Act (HIPAA) and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Act of 1 999 require organizations to have a
comprehensive security program to protect
personal information. Although laws such as
these leave much room for interpretation, the
nature ofthese lau's and the potential for sub_
sequent litigation is elevating such decisions to
prominence in terms of management decision
making related to risk mitigation.3 A stucly by
KPMG found risk rnanagement to be one of
the top three challenges facing managers.a
VeriSign's iDefense division and 3Com,s
TippingPoint division have seized the op_
portunity to launch early-warning ,,security
vulnerability notihcation service', businesses.
The two companies offer an early-warning
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seffice for purchase by enterprises, govern-
ment agencies, and software/hardware ven-
dors. The vulnerability intelligence services
deliver regular advisories and alerts with
exclusive vulnerabilities discovered by their
vulnerability teams as well as those public
vulnerabilities that are aggregated and vet-
ted by their staffs. The advisories help or-
ganizations identi!' the vulnerabilities that
pose the most significant threat' Customers
can learn about a vulnerability as soon as
it is detected by this army of researchers'
Subscribers to the service are notified at the
same time that the vulnerability informa-
tion is sent to the vendor whose product
needs to be fixed.
Many in the industry saY the OIS
guidelines were a valiant effort but are now
obsolete, as they were designed to help
the software vendors, not the users ofthe
vendor's products. Some critics of OIS ar-
gue that notifoing a customer of a security
flu* uft.. the vendor has a patch does noth-
ing to minimize the customer's risk' Many
in the security community believe that OIS
is nothing more than a lobbying group for
the key OIS members.
The Ongoing Debate
Although OIS was formed to make it easier
for the security community and vendors to
work together to fix security vulnerabili-
ties, the organization has been unable to
develop a process that both sides can agree
upon for discovering, disciosing' and then
correcting security vulnerabilities'
A ClO/PriceWaterhouse study found
that 29 percent of executives did not know
how many negative security events they had
experienced in the past yeat;26 percent did
not know what type of attacks they were
and how they were accomplished; but more
troubling, 50 percent ofthose executives
did not know how much their firms were
losing as a result of these attacks's The lack
of any consensus related to procedures
complicates as well as delays the process
of fixing vulnerabilities, and ultimately
increases the risk and exposure ofthe
product users.
Despite their best efforts' organizations
continue to be successfully attacked at an
alarming rate. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that the highly reactive perimeter-focused
defensive measures employed by most
organizations are simply unable to keep
upwith the rapidly changing threat land-
scape. With more threats emerging and
spreading more quickly than ever before'
the result is a steadily increasing degree
of chaos. Ernst & Young's Globa1 Informa-
tion Security Survey reveals that organizations
are allocating more than half of their security
budgets to routine operations and incident
response.6
The responsible disclosure questlon ls
critical to corPorate, governmental' and
nonprofit boards as organizations are
now confronting well-funded, organized
criminal groups that quickly commoditize
stolen personal, commercial, and intel-
lectual resources for profit' In 2006' of
five actions taken by the Federal Trade
Commission, failure to assess risk and/or
vulnerability was cited in three of those
cases, and failure to monitor and defend
against unauthorized access was cited
for the same three.T Because such risk is
dynamic, user firms need a dpramic and
sustainable risk assessment process built
into ongoing fraud and security policies
and procedures.
Although the OIS vendors and the
security community heartily agree that
software needs to be built more securely'
developing a set of guidelines that both
sides can agree upon has been fraught
with difficulty. Such guidelines could serve
to establish potential liability against one
or the other side, making the guidelines
even less appealing. The OIS Code of
Conduct prohibits the distribution of de-
tected product vulnerability information
to anyone other than the vendors ofthe
product. OIS contends that it is unethical
io intentionally make one organization
more vulnerable than another' Prerelease
communities distribute the information
too broadly for it to be considered a secret'
Once the word is out, the risk of exploits
increases dramatically, but many people
outside of this community still don't know
about the problem. This potential imbal-
ance of vulnerability information can have
competitive issues as one firm in an indus-
try can address the r'rrlnerability through
knowledge of its existence while another
remains unknowinglY exPosed'
OIS's position has not set well with the
security community. As the security land-
scape continues to evolve, the:
. Threat volume is rising;
' Threat generation time is shrinking;
. Threat propagation speed is increasing;
. Threats are becoming more elusive; ;'
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. Threats are becoming more sophisti_
cated; and
. Threats are nlore and more focused on
system/application layer weaknesses rather
than network layer vulnerabiiities.
Gunter Ollman, director of security at
IBM's Internet Security Systems, estimated
that the 7,247 sofiware vulnerabilities
reported in 2006 represented only 5 percent
of the potential number.s With the number
ofincidents per year skyrocketing, security
has become the A,.hillcs' hecl olorganiza_
tions ofall sizes. Chris Sonderby, chiefof
the U.S. Department of lustice,s Computer
Hacking and Intellectual property Unit,
states, "Some companies just don,t realize
that there are dedicated hackers out there,
talking to and working with other hackers,
that could be trying lo steal their resources-
Companies need to look harcl at what kind
of protection thel,.have ir-r placs.', r
Protecting an organization,s digital
intellectual resources involves a number
of strategies, from bolstering hardware
strength to informing users about proper
computer usage to simple network moni_
toring, sophisticated techr.riques of data
mining, and subscribing to earlv_warning
systems/services.
Tackling Security frorn the Top Down
Managing security risk was rarely the focus
ofboardrooms at the start ofthe 2000
decade; but today, i<1entifi,ing, assessing,
quantii/ing, and mitigating security risk is
akin ro a holy grail ar many companies. It
has become a high-l,:r.el topic as corporate
boards find that rhey may be liable if thev
fail to keep pace with evolving best prac_
tices. While boards vrere once protected bv
the business judgment rule, in<iemnifica_
tion agreements, andl directors and officers(D&O) insurance policies, courts are now
looking beyond the traditional protec-
tions provided to dir,:ctors. r0,r t New legal
requirements and compliance issues are
mandating that corporations have a robust
governance, risk, and compliance program.
Even though most regulations are directed
at "for-profit" institutions, the American
Bar Association warns that non_profits
should also address security risks and avoid
the same problems or they may be titigation
targets like any other business. I2
Since lanuary 2005, more than 154
million electronic data records of U.S.
residents have been exposed to security
breaches, according to the privacy Rights
Clearinghouse, which collects publicly
reported security breaches. T.J. Maxx,s
disclosure in lanuary 2007 that it was the
victim ofa sophisticated hacking incident
... [OJ rganizations are allocat-
rng more than half of their
security budgets to routine
operations and incident
response.
involving more than 45 million cardholder
accounts underscored the magnitude of the
controversy.13 In the T.J. Marx case, the
company indicated that it has spent more
than $17 million to investigate and contain
the security breach. It now faces a number
of lawsuits, including a class action suit
filed by the Massachusetts Bankers Associa_
tion for restitution to compensate banks
that had to block and reissue thousands of
cardholder accounts, as well as to cover the
losses due to fraud protection warranties.
Increasing consumer awareness and
sensitivity to information security is
increasingly requiring organizations to
develop strategies to protect business value,
brand reputation, integrity, and consumer
loyalty. In one study,65 percent of consum_
ers reported that they had experienced
some sort of computer security problem
and more than half of those would at Ieast
strongly consider taking their business
elsewhere.ra
The loss of consumer confidence in a
trusted online community took another big
hit with the discovery of a new_generation
Trojan horse that encr)?ts files on an in-
fected host and demands ransom payments
for the decryption password.rs
Behind all the fury, there is still the
question of whether paying big bucks for
critical software/hardware hacking exploits
is a good thing or is simply creating more
risk. The two major players in the early_
warning security vulnerability notifi cation
service business contract with a cadre of
independent hacker researchers from all
over the world. According to Ryan Nara_
ine, iDefense is offering $8,000 USD (plus
$2000-94,000 for a working exploit) for
a remote code execution vulnerability in
either IE7 or Vista.16 Many are outraged
about the launch ofthe latest hacking
contest that comes less than a month after
researchers at Trend Micro discovered Vista
flaws being hawked on underground sites
for $50,000 a pop. The willingness to pay
this level of money illustrates the growth
of the market for information on software
vulnerabiiities.
Tippingpoint's manager of security,
Terri Forslof, indicates that Tippingpoint
works with independent researchers for
original information about software flaws.
The more critical the information about a
flaw in widely used appiications, the greater
the fee paid to the researcher. As to the on_
going debate about public hacking contests,
Forslof states she does not agree with OIS,s
and Gartners'view about responsible dis_
closure and public contests because the OIS
guidelines are basically dead. Although no
longer relevant, she states, ,,The OIS stan-
dards were a valiant effort, but in the end
the OIS was designed to help the vendors
manage things on their end.,,r7
To add fuel to the fire and debate,
Frost & Sullivan commissioned a study
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on vulnerability research and the number
of vulnerabilities found'1t Their findings
indicate VeriSign's iDefense and 3Com's
TippingPoint are the only two vendors pay-
irrg blg Uo.Lt for security vulnerability flaw
information. Other minor players in the
business include: eEye Digital Security' Red
Database Security GmbH, Digital Arma-
ments, Immunity Inc., ISSS, and McAfee'
Rob Ayoub of Frost & Sullivan states' "The
research suggests that software vendors
don't often find security flaws in their own
products."
lmplications for Colleges and Universities
Some believe the demise of OIS will only
make matters worse and create an unbal-
anced playing field' Does paying big bucks
for critical software/hardware exploits
make the enterprise safer? Although many
in the security community are against
public hacking contests, they are in favor
of actively looking for vulnerabilities and
notifring customers and the vendor as soon
as the flaw is detected' McAfee' IBM' and
others who oPpose paying outside hackers
for vulnerability information believe it is
not safe or ethical. The critics believe it pro-
vides a bad incentive that pushes hackers
"over the deep end" and creates a cottage
industry of and market for unsanitized
exploits.
In the midst of all this debate' the
higher education community frets that
thl outcome for them will be substantially
higher new costs for already tight budgets
to subscribe to one or more of the early-
warning vulnerability services' A compre-
hensive service can easily run over the six-
digit range Per year if it provides exclusive
intelligence rePorts on topics the customer
chooses as well as a dedicated analyst to
support an organization security team'
Some college and universitY board
members are also beginning to ask the
tough questions about their institution's
pr.iu..dn.r. for a cyberdisaster and what
pturs u.. in place' Others are asking what
a rapid response system should entail and
what is the value added of an early-warning
system. Still others believe a greater aware-
ness of developing threats means having
access to proactive intelligence regarding
public vulnerabilities, malicious code' geo-
political threats, and topical research papers
on unfolding issues.
According to Privacy Rights Clearing-
house, a stolen laptop at the Boeing Co'
pushed a widely watched tally of U'S' data
treach victims past the 100 million mark
in 2006. "The Boeing disclosure pushed
the total number of data breach victims on
the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse website
to 100,152,801," said Beth Givens' direc-
tor of the consumer advocacy group' 
t8''e
Colleges and universities were no strangers
to the list in 2006. More than 30 security
breaches were reported by colleges and
universities from )anuary 1, 2007' to the
end of May 2007. The required reporting
involved personal information useful in
identity theft such as Social Security num-
bers, account numbers, cancelled checks'
credit/debit card numbers, and driver's
license numbers.
In this chaotic security environment'
what are universities to do to preserve the
integrity of their reputation against very
..dLr.utr, without breaking their banks?
In an ideal world, what would be the best
solution? How do they choose a course of
action from among a list of less-than-ideal
solutions to minimizing disruption' dam-
age to institution reputation' and possible
lawsuits? Tough questions don't have easy
answers.
James S. Cross, PhD, is dean of the College of Busi'
ness and Economics at Longwood University' A 
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president of ACUTA, Dr' Gross is a frequent contribu'
tor to the Journal' He can be reached at iscross@
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Steven A. Samaras, PhD, is an assistant professor
of management at Longwood University' Reach Dr'
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Threats should not necessarily be viewed as
stand-alone, as multiple threats can occur
simuitaneously or in close succession. Chain
reactions of threats are not uncommon,
either; for example, an earthquake may cut
off power, which shuts down air conditioning
and other systems.
Vulnerabilities are weaknesses that can
simply fail or be attacked and exploited by a
threat agent. Vulnerabilities mayarise during
design, implementation. or maintenance.
This would apply to levees in New Orleans as
well as to firewalls protecting your nelwork.
Vulnerabilities can also occur in policies and
procedures. For example, there simply may
not be a policy forbidding some specific activ_ity-until someone finds that weakness and
exploits it. Or procedures may lack a critical
step or may not be fojlowed correctiy.
While identilying and prioritizing threats
and vulnerabilities are important activities,
current thinking from the National Insti_
tute of Standards and Technology and the
Emergency Management Institute gives more
weight to the impacts (or hazards) of events.
In emergency management, this is termed an
"all hazards" approach, looking for common_
alities in events to construct action plans. Still,
the scenarios that lead to the impacts need to
be thoroughiy understood, fromvarious trig_
gers that can cause an incident or disaster to.-
the kinds of impacts that may result.
Event Characteristics
Impacts are, obviously, one key characteris-
tic of an event, but not the only one. Other
characteristics include the magnitude of the
event, the event's occurrence and onset, and
perceptibility.
The most important impacts are those
to safety and property. Most people think of
physical threats such as a fire endangering
people and property, but informatio., ,,rd
communications technologies can also create
hazards. Examples would be failures of the
air traffic control systems and networks or
planning Foundations: Risk ldentification and
Assessment
Event classification and response planning
are part of risk management. An organization
must inventory and prioritize its functions
and assets as well as identif, and assess
threats and vulnerabilities. This information
contributes to the development of a business
impact analysis, which evaluates the potential
damages from various event scenarios_
Threat agents may be natural (i.e., weather,
animal or insect infestations, or disease),
environmental/technological (i.e., dust
particles, structural, mechanical, or software),
or human. Human threats are subcatego_
rized as deliberate (i.e., hacking, attack by a
gunman), accidental (i.e., doirlg the wrong
thing because of miscommunication or lack
of training), or negligent (i.e., deliberatelv
skipping testing before releasing a p.odrct).
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classifying Events, lncidents, and Disasters
Determining whether an event qualifies as an
actual incident or a disaster and is not iust a
routine event is sometimes clear, but often
not. Information about the event may be
incomplete at first and is sometimes 
.orr,.u_
dictory, sometimes inaccurate. Should you
wait and see? Investigate? Take action? And
when do you notiii higher managers, who
will expect definitive information?
Declaration of an incident or a disaster is
often thought ofas a binary choice: It is or is
not an incident or a disaster. But a graduated
scale for classification may be more helpful,
using the characteristics ofthe event along
with the level ofconfidence regarding infor_
mation about the situation. Classification is
needed for all tlpes ofevents ranging from
physical (i.e., power outage, fire, or tornado)
to cybersecurity (i.e., theft ofpersonal identi_
$,ing information or a system failure).
The events, once classified, need to be
linked to actions such as notification, re_
sponse activities, and application of resources.
Thus, event classification is critical to incident
and disaster response planning.
systems that are used for critical infrastruc-
tures such as water systems, dams' and
energy generation and distribution'
An event may also affect the ability of
an organization to function: Its capability
to perform its mission may be degraded
or iisrupted. In addition, there may be
financial impacts, such as stolen funds or
costs of response and recovery' Another
potential secondary impact is legal' whether
from lawruits or regulatory fines' Finally'
there is the reputation of the organization'
Consider the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency after Hurricane Katrina'
The magnitude of an event is closely
related to its impacts. Magnitude has two
dimensions: scope and duration' Scope
refers to how widespread the event is' A
cyberattack may affect just a few personal
comPuters or many servers on a network'
And the duration is how long the event
lasts. A pandemic could affect people over
18 months or more, while a tornado might
be over in minutes. As an information
security example, many organizations are
finding that data breaches started months
before they were discovered' Note that
scope and duration are independent vari-
ables. An incident may be of short duration
but widesPread in scoPe'
The occurrence of an event can be actual'
in that it is in progress or has taken place'
Or the event may be only potential' such
as an approaching hurricane' or a warning
that a new cyberexploit has been created'
For potential incidents, the organization
may have time to take Precautions'
Onset \s another characteristic' and it
may be sudden or gradual' A sudden onset
would be a fire breaking out or perhaps a
cyberexploit. Gradual onsets may be due to
inattention to preventive maintenance or
low-level erosion or accumulations'
Perceptibility is the last characteristic'
An el,eni may be immediately noticeable
and thus fairly easy to classifr' Examples
might be a fire or an unexpected system
shutdown. Or it may be hard to discern:
"Do I smell fumes?" "Hmmm' there was an
increase in calls to the help desk last week'
even though many people are on vacation'"
An event may be hard to perceive for a
variety of reasons. Information may be in-
comPlete, inaccurate, or contradictory' Or
the ihreat may be "under the radar" if the
events are small or even disaggregated' If
an organization does not have a baseline of
events that are considered normal' then it
may have difficulty identifying events that-
are outliers. The outliers may be dismissed
as flukes rather than taken as a trigger to act'
Organizations fail to see problems for
u ,uriJty of reasons' Max Bazerman and
Michael Watk irls, it Pr edictable Surprises'
list four areas ofperception failures:t 
,
dard. Finally, consider whether aggregation
of d,ata elements, not necessarily all from a
single source, can be of use to unauthorized
persons obtaining that information. For
example, identity thieves may obtain name,
phone number, and address from one
source and name and credit card number
from another source.
For integrity, one factor is the criticalitv
of the information, and this is based on the
previous valuation of information assets
during the risk analysis phase. Financial
information, for example, is valued as more
critical than addresses of vendors.
For both confidentiality and integrity,
the scope and duration of the incide-nt are
also important. Was it a onetime event or
continuing? Did someone mistakenly type
a dollar amount, or is there a software bug
that computes paychecks incorrectly (but
only by pennies) week after week?
. 
When availability is affected, ques_
tions of magnitude include the degree of
service degradation and how many users or
systems are affected. The criticality of the
systems and the users affected by an outage
or partial loss of availability must also be
considered. The impact on availabilitv can
also be moderated if there are viable op_
tions for work-arounds, if only in the short
term.
Finally, causative scenarios need to be
taken into account, as these can have a
bearing on response actions. For example,
if an employee is responsible for loss of
confi dential information, then Human
Resources will need to be notified. \A{hen
information integrity is compromised,
knowing the cause and whether the ef_
fect can be reproduced can be important.
Detecting a rootkit will call for different
actions than finding a software error.
Event Classification
After various characteristics of incidents
have been identified, a classification system
can be set up. The complexity of this
system depends on its intended uses and
audiences as well as the experience level of
the organization and the resources it has to
devote to the design.
Typical classification systems have from
3 to 72 categories on a scale. Examples
would be hurricane classifications (catego_
ry I through category 5) or the four_level
medical emergency triage tag system (0 =
expectant, 1 = immediate,2 = d,elayed,3 =
minimal).
. Scanning, throurgh lack ofattention or
lack of resources;
. Integration, because people can,t,.con_
nect the dots,,;
. Incentive, because no one thinks it is
their responsibility to act or because acting
would not be in sorneone,s interest; urrd "
. Learning, where lessons have not been
learned from previous incidents or the les_
sons have not been r;hared widely.
lnformation Security in More Detail
Confi dentiality, integrity, and availabilitv
are critical aspects olf informatior r..rr.i,y.
Confdentiality applies not only to per_
sonal identi8ring information, but research
information, financial information, and so
on. A potential incidr:nt affecting confiden_
tialityrequires you to knowthe type(s) andquantity of data that are exposed. In ad_
dition, there are cons.iderations of legal or
other compliance requirements; these may
be state data breach leLws or the require_
ments of credit card companies under the
Payment Card Industry Data Security Stan-
Impact is the key concept around which
scales for hurricanes, tornadoes, earth_
quakes, and medical triage are built. The
U.S. Coast Guard uses a different approach,
based on information quality. fn" Court
Guard uses four classifications: nondistress(i.e., a vessel hasn,t returned to port when
expected), uncertainty, alert, and distress(an S.O.S. has been received). Fairly simple
classifications make them easy to under_
stand, particularly in situations where time
may be of the essence.
At the other extreme i
the u.S. milita,y thaiu;.j;:1""ff 
.*l
to classiS. situations. The first (or hun_
dreds) digit identifies the broad category,
with subcategories represented by the tens
continued on page 47
Figure 1. Sample Erent Classification Scale
Level lmpact
Characteristics
Occurrence
Potential/ Actual
lnformation
Quality
General
Actionslmpact(s): None to low
Scope, durzrtion: Limited
Potential Very uncertain Wait and watch.
2
a
lmpact(s): l\one to low
Scope, duration: Limited
Potential or actual tiomewhat uncertair lnvestigate.
Plan possible
responses. Alert
managers of
potentially impacted
areas. Put teams on
standbvlmpact(s): Lou/ to moderate
Scope/duration: Low to
moderate
Potential or actual Fairly certain Pre-declare an incident.
Notify management.
Activate some teams.
et up incident command post.4 lmpact(s): l\4oderate
Scope/duration: Moderate
Actual Certain and
confirmed
Declare an incident.
Notify management.
Activate more teamsE lmpact(s): Moderate to hioh
Scope/du ration : Moderat"e
to high
Actual Certain and
confirmed
Notify management.
Pre-declare a disaster
6 lmpact(s): Moderate to hioh
Scope/durat on: High
Actual Certain and
confirmed
Declare a disaster.
Notifu exec. mgmt.
Mount full-scale response,
?equest external assistance
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Amy
digit, and a specific type of situation by the
ones digit.
Suppose we propose a six_level scale
based on impact characteristics, probability
of occurrence, and the degree of certaintv
of information. Besides these, the scale
should also incorporate general response
actions (see Figure 1 ). Note that this is just
a sample classification. Different organiza-
tions have different levels of risk tolerance
based on their cultures and the types of risk
they face.
Depending on your organization,s stan-
dards, a single-impact characteristic may
force classifying an event at a certain level.
For example, if the scope of an event is very
widespread (high), while the impacts and
duration are all low to moderate, the clas_
sification of 5 may be warranted.
Figure 2 depicts another view of classi_
fication, using x and y axes for information
quality and for impact/magnitude respec_
tively. Disasters would fall into the upper
quadrants, with impacts ranging from
moderate to high, while incidents occupy
the lower quadrants, having low to moder_
ate impact. When information is certain,
then the event would belong on the right
side of the graph; when it is less certain, it
would fall to the left.
lncident Response
The classification scale in Figure I presents
general response actions for incidents and
disasters. Detailed response actions will be
needed for each event scenario. Each sce-
nario should also incorporate the classifica-
tion levels, because as an event proceeds,
the situation may change. Good incident
management uses a feedback loop.
First there is an initial assessment of
the situation, and this information is
analyzed. Based on the analysis, interven-
tions are chosen and applied, such as
activating certain response teams, which
then follow prescribed procedures. As the
teams respond, the situation is reassessed
to determine if the interventions have been
successful or not. If subsequent analysis
shows that the situation does not improve
or that new dangers have arisen, then
additional interventions are applied. The
Air Force has a similar feedback loop with
an easy to remember acronym, OODA:
Observe, Orient, Decide, Act. The principle
associated with this Air Force feedback loop
is that you can defeat an enemy if you are
better and faster at executing the OODA
loop. Your response will be more successful
the better you are at gathering information,
assessing it, and then applying the right
resources.
Air Force pilots undergo intensive
and regular training to achieve first-rate
response skills. However, responses to
incidents and disasters in many organiza-
tions are not always fully effective, whether
because of poor planning and preparation
or lack of training. There are other reasons
for ineffective responses as well. One is that
information may be incomplete, confusing,
or conflicting; the last is true when multiple
sources provide information. Also, people
tend to underestimate either the severity of
the situation, the amount of time needed
to react or control the situation, or the
resources needed for the response. And
related to underestimation is excessive opti-
mism that the situation can be controlled.2
When lt's Over
At some point, it will be time to move
from response to recovery. The incident
and disaster response plans should identi!,
criteria for declaring the end to an incident
or disaster. This should happen when the
situation has been stabilized or the disrup-
tion has ended.
Figure 2. Classifl.ing disasters and incidents
Potential
disaster
Disaster
Potential
incident
lncident
Uncertain
lnformation
Quality
Certain
ment to the recovery phase. For example, if
there were a successful information security
attack, then prevention or detection or
both would have failed. If detection failed,
then the after-action review would help to
understand not only what happened but
also how to adjust data collection and pat-
tern analysis to better detect such attacks
in the future.3 Thus, the outcomes of an
after-action review are more than a catalog
of successes and failures during the re-
sponse. The organization must develop and
implement corrective action plans, such as
adding safeguards, changing policies and
procedures, or improving incident response
training. The objective is to improve re-
sponses to future incidents and disasters.
Marjorie Windelberg, PhD, is an adjunct associate
professor in the Graduate School of Management
and Technology at the University of Maryland Univer-
sity College.
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called after-action reviews, these sessions 2.Federal Emergency ManagementAgency, Emergency
should be held fairly soon after the event, Management lnstitute, /nfroducfion to Emergency Man-
and the results need to be shared with al :ffffi[fJfl?tJr(2006)(Note: This text is no lonser
potential stakeholders. After-action reviews 3. yossi sheffi, The Resilient Enterprise: overconing
cover both what went well and what went vulnerability for Competitive Advaitage. (Cambridge,
wrong, without any blame attached. The Mass. The MIT Press, 2005)
areas to examine during an after-action
review range from detection of the incident
through incident response and manage-
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Disaster Planning and Managing Expectations
Disaster planning on col-
lege camPuses has histori-
cally been under-funded
and neglected. SadlY, it has
taken recent tragedies to
bring the need for com-
prehensive disaster Plan-
ning into sharP focus. In
an elfort to meet societY's
expectations and stave off
litigation, camPuswide
alerting and notifir:ation systems for staff and students as well as
communications interoperability with community first responders
have received an infusion of funds and attention' Comprehensive
systems and plans have been implemented and tested at campuses
across the country. Teiecommunications has figured prominently
in these activities.
Meanwhile, individual, non-critical campus departments' newly
awakened to the consequences of disasters on their operations'
have been develop,ing plans without involving the telecommunica-
tions department. As a consequence, many departmental disaster
plans assume telecommunications support that you most likely
haven't heard about.
You face three challenges in disaster planning for telecommuni-
cations:
Design and maintenance of reliable telephony systems and services
Support for olher departments' disaster plans
Support lor the slalf and communily
For most users, the voice network is invisible' When the power
goes out, what is the first thing people do? They pick up their
phone to report the outage. Voice communications is assumed'
To deliver on this presumption, manufacturers and ser-vice
providers have designed and installed amazingly reliable phone
systems and services. And, you've done an excellent job in ensuring
this reliability on your campus-redundancy where needed, UPS
and generator backup, wiring closet power, switch redirect services'
operator relocati,cn plans, staffing, and so on' You've always done
this well-it is what You do.
But what about the exPectations ofnon-operations depart-
ments: the Englis;h department, student health, chaplain, business
school? Have you read their disaster plans? Or for that matter'
even the IT department. Have you noticed that they say things like
"You will be contacted . ' .," or "Call the emergency number" or
"Contact your department head/super-visor..." There is probably
also mention of nelocating command/operations to an alternate
site where it is assumed that telephone calls (and data networking)
will be routed arLd facilities will be in place to receive those calls'
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Many departments may not have plans, but I can guarantee that
they have expectations! It is important that you learn what they
are and work with all departments to define their objectives and
help them understand what it will take to meet their expectations'
Deiermining costs and presenting a realistic view of the options
can be time consuming and frustrating' As soon as you start to
explain how much a plan will cost, departments will say they can
live without it. But, the expectation doesn't go away!
Let's take a simple example of a department that's made the
effort to develop their own disaster plan' They've decided that calls
are to be forwarded to a cell phone in the event ofa building evac-
uation. Will the system let them call forward to an outside number?
How many calls are we talking about? Wi[ the person receiving
those ca1ls be able to handle the volume? What happens when the
cell phone battery dies? What if there's a prolonged power outage
and the cell tower batteries die, or the tower is overloaded and cal1s
can't go through?
A simple questionnaire can be developed to step departments
through the things they must consider and help them identify what
is truly important and what they're willing to pay for' Shared re-
sources implemented for campuswide disasters can also be used to
support local needs cost-effectively. You can educate departments
uborrt th.... Additional considerations such as dealing with false
disasters and ending real ones need to be brought out as well'
Finally, and most unpredictably, disasters will generate a sub-
stantial amount of incoming and outgoing cail traffic between the
campus, the community, and concerned families' Central offices
and PBXs have finite call-handling capacities' Emergency services
and first responders are allocated bandwidth that further restricts
access to the public network. Since many campuses are in rural
Iocations and served by a single central office, voice communica-
tions can be severely impacted in a disaster' Planning alternatives
to voice communications over the public telephone network is
critical. This requires creativity, perhaps partnering with institu-
tions in other locations. Even ifyou do everything else right' failing
to provide adequate communications between the campus and the
community in a disaster will undermine all your best efforts'
The university community and individual departments have
very high expectations of communications capability in the event
of a disaster. Yet, the telecommunications department is not made
aware of many of these. Your job is to provide leadership and de-
velop a complete understanding of what's expected so that you can
deliver on the eternal expectation that phone service will always
be there. Harry Newton (Newton's Telecom Dictionary) used to say'
"Dial tone does not come from God," to which I would add, "But
most folks think it does."
Janet Smith is principal of Janet L. F. Smith & Associates' Reach her at ianet@
jlfsmithassociates.com.
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